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ABSTRACT 
 

This research seeks to determine the performance characteristics of 

thermoplastic polymer fuels, widely accessible and processable in Colombia as 

solid fuels for hybrid rocket engines. Specifically, Acrylonitrile Butadiene 

Styrene (ABS) was used as a test material to determine its applicability as a fuel 

grain, under digital additive manufacturing processes. Additionally, the 

geometry influence of the burning port on the combustion performance of these 

polymer fuel grains was statistically determined. For this purpose, complex 

helical geometries were created as a combustion port, which were specially 

designed to take advantage of the Direct Digital Manufacturing method (DDM), 

used to produce the grain. For this purpose, a Prusa open source 3D printing 

machine was built, allowing the modification and adaptation of multiple 

operating parameters during the fuel grain manufacturing process. During this 

research, two of three complex combustion port geometries were created as a 

novel geometry in polymeric solid grains with different helical features. In this 

research the grains built with this type of geometry are called Helical-finocyl. 

The remaining geometry was a straight-bore port used as a control and 

comparison geometry. The typical characteristics of combustion in hybrid rocket 

motors, such as combustion chamber pressure and thrust, were measured and 

compared using Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) and box plot 

analysis as statistical methods of characterization.  

This characterization experiment was performed on a laboratory-scale 

static hybrid rocket test bench, specifically designed to this research. A digital 

control system (Data Acquisition and Control Console-DACC) that allows the 

controlled opening of the oxidant flow valves, ignition of the rocket-motor 

starting system, reading and storage of the characterization sensors was built. 

The propulsion system injects 99.98% nitrous oxide through electronically 

controlled valves and controlled flow devices into a combustion chamber with 

capacity to withstand 6.9 MPa of pressure. This motor has an easy-to-exchange 

nozzle, bulkhead and pyrogen system to facilitate the experimentation process. 
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Sensors of thrust, pressure and temperature were used to measure this rocket 

motor, obtaining the combustion behavior with different fuel grains (fuel 

materials and combustion port geometries). 

As a result, MANOVA method and graphical analyses made with box plot 

statistical method made to the ABS fuel grains obtained by FDM, suggest a 

significant effect on rocket motor combustion pressure and thrust, due to helical 

geometric changes made to the combustion port of grains. There is a difference 

between the thrust and chamber pressure values of the different geometries 

used during the characterization.  An increase in the burn rate of ABS fuel with 

helical geometries was also observed, compared to data recorded with straight-

bore geometries. This suggests a highly reactive behavior in terms of increased 

heat and mass transfer processes in Helical-finocyl 0.125 TPI and Helical-

finocyl 0.25 TPI geometries. Additionally, demonstrating a comparable behavior 

with typical fuels in hybrid rocket propulsion, such as hydroxyl-terminated 

polybutadiene (HTPB), which is difficult to obtain in Colombia. This is achieved 

at approximately one third of the price that a rocket engine developed with 

HTPB would normally cost, with geometries that are difficult to achieve using 

the typical casting method, which is normally used for this type of thermosetting 

fuels. A preliminary viability analysis of the use of ABS as rocket fuel in 

Colombia indicates a high percentage of possibility of use in hybrid rocket 

propulsion systems in Colombia, followed by paraffin and placing HTPB as the 

last option. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In the last 20 years, the aerospace propulsion technology has turned its 

attention to the exploration and investigation of propulsive systems of hybrid 

type [1]. The hybrid rocket motor, use oxidants and fuels in different phases to 

obtain combustion processes of great performance and versatility [2]. 

According to Sutton (2001), the hybrid propulsion systems have generated 

a special interest in researchers by its attractive possibility of commercial uses, 

and space applications, which are appropriately used in missions requiring long-

duration combustion process, command shutdown and restart, throttling, 

storable non-toxic propellants or operations that requires non-self-deflagrating 

propulsion systems. For example, propelled upper stages, satellite maneuvering 

systems and private initiatives to reach the space. Different experimental hybrid 

rocket motors have been flown in experimental vehicles and ground tested from 

2 to 1.1 MN thrust. A lot of hybrid rocket motors have been designed and 

constructed for multiple uses; however, there are not sufficient data of larger 

production systems or production lines available [3]–[5]. Hybrid propulsion 

technology enjoys quite versatile application potential, including, but not 

restricted to, sounding rockets, auxiliary power units (APU), tactical missiles, 

space propulsion systems, auxiliary booster, and large boosters [6]. 

On the other hand, the growing boom of three-dimensional 

manufacturing technologies has opened up a number of possibilities for 

development and manufacture parts, prototypes and mechanisms with 

geometries of significant complexity. The ability to access to this technology is 

becoming more widespread and implementation costs, utilization and 

application are diminishing, which makes these processes an attractive 

manufacturing alternative for research and technological exploration activities. 

This research seeks to use a technology that belongs to one of the 

branches of computer-controlled manufacturing, the FDM (Fused Deposition 

Modeling), which is a technology taking advantage of melting a thermoplastic 
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polymer methodology, and deposit it in layers to generate geometries layer by 

layer. This manufacture approach will be used to build up the fuel grain used in 

the combustion process of a hybrid rocket motor. By this way, the versatility of 

this additive manufacturing process, and the ease of acquiring and manipulating 

low-cost polymeric materials will be exploited to generate fuel grains with 

complex burning geometries, to study the combustion behavior within this type 

of motors. These characteristics make it possible to obtain rocket propulsive 

systems, accessible to countries and organizations where this type of 

technology is limited or even non-existent. This is the case of Colombia, where 

socioeconomic, commercial and political limitations for the development of high-

impact aerospace technologies are evident [7], [8]. Among other restrictions, 

Colombia imposes strict measures of manipulation and use of oxidizing 

substances and non-traditional fuels, necessary for research and development 

activities in propulsion systems. These prohibitions are the product of an 

internal social conflict that has afflicted the country for more than 50 years [9].  

The use of polymeric materials in hybrid propulsion systems is a concept 

that has been recently studied and can be used to take advantage of its 

manufacturing processes and thermodynamic properties. The use of polymeric 

materials in hybrid propulsion systems is a concept that has been recently 

studied, and that can be used as a tool for the study and development of 

propulsion technologies in Colombia. Despite the expectation of a worldwide 

decrease in the use of plastic in the coming years, this material constitutes a 

low-cost alternative for its use as a fuel element in rocket propulsion systems, 

including for Colombia.  

Currently, some polymers such as Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), 

Polybutadiene-Hydroxyl-terminated (HTPB) and recently Acrylonitrile Butadiene 

Styrene (ABS) are used specially for combustion purposes, but their 

manufacturing characteristics have different methods to forming, curing or to 

use within propulsive systems [1], [10]. The use of thermoplastic polymers, such 

as ABS, is a plausible solution for the development of hybrid propulsion 

systems, particularly because it has been found that manipulation of geometric 
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aspects in fuel grains used in hybrid propulsion systems, can increase up to 

three times the regression rate in combustion processes [11]–[13]. This 

phenomenon seems to be explained by the direct enhancement effect on 

friction coefficient between the flow of combustion gases, and the flow path that 

conduct them [11]. Additionally, the solid fuel grain obtained is inert, so it can be 

securely produced, shipped and operated, even without special restrictions or 

strict regulations. It is also non-explosive because an intimate combination of 

oxidizer and fuel is not possible [6].  

As a general result of this research, a statistical characterization was 

obtained from three types of combustion port geometries (A. Straight-Bore, B. 

Helical-Finocyl 0.125 TPI and C. Helical Finocyl 0.25 TPI), obtained using DDM 

with ABS as a combustible material. Specifically, the variability of two typical 

parameters, thrust and pressure in the combustion chamber, was determined 

during the operation of a hybrid rocket engine, which used ABS fuel grains for 

its combustion process. The Multivariate Variance Analysis (MANOVA) was 

used to statistically determine whether changing the combustion port 

geometries of ABS grain obtained by FDM, where a straight-bore form is 

normally used, by complex helical geometries, affects the engine's thrust 

performance and combustion chamber pressure. The experimental procedure 

and statistical analyses, which has not been previously reported in the literature, 

demonstrated variability in the combustion parameters mentioned, due to the 

effect of geometric changes made in the manufacture of the polymeric grain.  
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2. CHEMICAL PROPULSION SYSTEMS FOR ROCKETS  

2.1 A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW 

 

According to Sutton and Biblarz [14] and Humble et al. [15] there are five 

rocket motor types that have lifting abilities to powered a sounding or a 

stratospheric rocket with its payload and other relevant elements, namely the 

cold gas, solid, liquid, hybrid and nuclear propellant rocket motor [14]–[16].  

Cold gas rocket motors 

The cold gas motor is the simplest manifestation of a rocket engine, a 

cold gas thruster does not use combustion to produce thrust force. This 

technology design consists only of a fuel container tank, a control or regulating 

valve, a nozzle, and the plumbing required to conduct fluids. The fuel or the fluid 

used within thruster is expelled through the nozzle obtaining a reactive force to 

propel the spacecraft. However, has lower efficiency and thrust coefficient 

compared to conventional chemical rocket engines. but its lack on performance is 

compensated being a highly reliable, cheapest and simplest propulsion system to 

application like positioning control systems or thruster devices on satellites. On 

the other hand, the nuclear propulsion uses fission to heat gases that are 

expelled trough a nozzle with high velocity. This technology offers a high specific 

impulse and thrust, but the complexity of this system and some environmental 

risks has discouraged its use [16]. In general terms, the colds gas thrusters have 

specific applications on missile guidance and trajectory control for spacecrafts.  

Liquid rocket motors 

The liquid rocket engines are devices whose combustion elements (fuel 

and oxidant) are stored and handled in a liquid phase within the motor (. 

Figure 1). In this type of engines there are a subdivision: Bipropellant 

liquid rocket engines, which consist of oxidants (i.e. liquid oxygen) and liquid 

fuels (i.e. kerosene, liquid hydrogen etc.), stored independently, and 
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monopropellant liquid rocket engines, which are defined as a single liquid 

element containing the two reactants, oxidant and fuel, that decompose in gases 

of high temperature when they are properly catalyzed [14], [17]. 

Some liquid motors allow for repetitive operations (multiple ignition start 

missions) and can be reignited, this behavior is highly desirable in vehicles with 

attitude control, rendezvous or orbital interchange maneuvers [18]. 

Figure 1. Configurations for storage/feeding systems of liquid rockets. Taken from [19]. 

Solid rocket motors 

The solid rocket motor is a device whose combustion elements (oxidant 

and fuel) coexist in a solid phase and they are mixed and stored inside a rigid 

housing that also serves as combustion chamber. This self-contained propellant 

is specially formulated to contain all chemicals needed for a complete 

combustion process. Once the combustion process is initiated, the accumulated 

gases are expelled at high speed, and the engine generates thrust by 

conservation of linear momentum. 

An appropriate classification of solid fuel engines can be presented under 

the following criteria [14]: 

a. Applications (large boosters and second stage engines, high altitude engines, 

tactical missiles, ballistic defense missiles, gas generators) 
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b. Diameter and grain length. 

c. Housing design. 

d. Installing the grain. 

e. Explosion Hazard 

f. Thrust condition 

g. Toxicity. 

The operating conditions of a solid rocket motor depend directly on the 

physical characteristics of grain, for example geometry, burn rate and burn 

area. Some experts state that success of development of a solid rocket motor, 

is directly linked to the knowledge of its rate of burning for all conditions of 

operation and its composition. For compound propellants, changing some of the 

following characteristics can increase this burn rate [20], [21]: 

1. Adding a catalyst that modifies the burn rate (usually it used 0.1% to 3.0% of 

total mass fuel). 

2. Decreasing particle size of oxidant. 

3. Increasing the oxidant percentage. 

4. Increasing the heat of combustion of plasticizer or binder. 

5. Embedding metal elements into grain. 

6. Modifying the combustion port geometry. 

In addition to propellant formulation and manufacturing process, other 

variables can be manipulated to increase the burn rate, as mentioned below 

[14], [22]. 

7. Increasing pressure within combustion chamber. 

8. Increasing the Initial propellant temperature before ignition. 

9. Increasing the temperature and rate of gas flow, parallel to the burn surface. 

10. Generating motor movements (acceleration and induced spin)  

 Hybrid rocket motors 

The hybrid rocket motor uses oxidants and fuels in different phases, a 

solid fuel grain and a liquid or gaseous oxidant. This engine configuration 

requires only a system of feeding the oxidant to the thrust chamber, which 
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allows for more compact designs, in addition to being physically safer for handle 

[5], [14]. 

There are three main configurations of hybrid propulsion systems: 1) the 

classical or typical configuration is a solid phase fuel and liquid phase oxidizer. 

2) The reverse configuration where the oxidizer is in solid phase and the fuel is 

in liquid form, 3) and the third configuration called mixed hybrid configuration 

where a small amount of solid oxidizer imbedded in the solid fuel is burned with 

additional oxidizer injected in an afterburner chamber [23]. 

The hybrids have several advantages over their liquid and solid 

counterparts, some of them are [2], [11], [24]–[26]:  

1. Safety during manufacturing, storage and operation processes. The risk of 

explosion or accidental ignition is low. 

2. Manufacturing, design and operation systems are relatively inexpensive 

compared to other propulsive systems, because this kind of motor could reduce 

the quantity and complexity of elements used to work.  

3. The hybrid engine has a reignition ability, which opens many options to work 

with several applications of aerospace scope. 

4. This kind of motors could offer higher specific impulses than solid motors and a 

higher specific density-momentum ratio than liquid motors of the bipropellant 

type. 

However, the hybrid rocket engine also has some disadvantages to take 

into account [14], [27], [28]:  

1. The mixing ratio varies during the steady state combustion processes; 

this feature affects the specific impulse. 

2. This kind of engine has a low specific impulse-density ratio compared 

with solid rocket engines.  

3. Some unburned fuel residues remain as slivers (chunks of unburned 

grain) in the thrust chambers, decreasing the total mass fraction of the 

engine. 
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4. Although this situation has been gradually changing in the last decade, 

these propulsive systems have not been tested on a large scale.  

Hybrid rocket motor have gained interest among researchers for 

advantages like reliability, simplicity, safety and low cost, which are features 

that are desired to work with lab-scale prototypes or even experimental 

sounding rockets [5]. However, its mechanical simplicity buries complex 

physical behaviors that makes difficult to exploit its features at larger scale. The 

combustion behavior of a hybrid rocket is commonly described as a stratified 

diffusive flame, distributed from the surface along the axial direction toward 

grain port. The physical behavior of this flow shows large gradients of 

temperature, velocity and chemical species in both axial and normal direction, 

spreading the energy contained within solid grain in different axial and radial 

positions [29]. 

Compared to liquid rocket engines, the mass flow of hybrid rocket motors 

is a difficult parameter to control and optimize, and compared to solid rocket 

motors, the regression rate is not a simple function of pressure determined in 

lab-scale burning tests. However, despite the challenge of developing these 

kind of engines, several features are highly desirable and could offer a 

commercial and technological interest, which are compared in  

 

 

Table 1 [30]. 

On the other hand, the main technical limitations that affect the hybrid 

motors are enclosed in two features [25], [31]: 

1. Lower Isp than liquid motors, and lower volumetric efficiency than solid rocket 

motors of the same thrust.   
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2. Lower fuel regression rate than liquid or solid rockets, which results in poor 

performance of fuel burning with the given oxidizer flux level.  

 

 

Table 1. Advantages of Hybrid rocket motor and features of solid and liquid rocket motors. 

Modified from [30]. 

Advantages of Hybrid Rocket Motors 

Over Solid Rocket Motors Over Liquid Rocket Motors 

Higher security measures due to physical 
separation between fuel and oxidizer. Safety 
during manufacture, transportation, 
experimentation, storage. 

Physical separation between fuel and oxidizer 
minimize the fire risk. 

Higher specific impulse offers better 
performance. 

Reduced inert mass (cooling, storage/feed 
systems) improves the structural mass fraction. 

Flexibility to mission profiles due to oxidizer 
flow control. 

Structural and architecture simplicity (It does 
not require storage/feed or cooling systems for 
combustion chamber) 

Lower costs in quality control systems in 
terms of robustness of fuel grain cracking or 
debonding. 

Better tolerance and strength to stress for the 
feeding systems elements due to its simplicity. 

Since no perchlorates (i.e. Ammonium 
Perchlorate) are used, the environmental 
impact is reduced. 

The possibility of using green oxidants (oxygen, 
hydrogen peroxide, nitrous oxide) reduces the 
environmental impact. 

To compensate this behavior and achieve a good performance oxidizer 

to fuel ratios (O/F), the traditional solution is to manufacture cylindrical fuel ports 

with long length to diameter ratio, this high aspect ratio offers a good O/F ratio, 

but low volumetric fuel loading and unburned residual fuel, which increases the 

mass fraction after the burning process [11], [32]. 

Many efforts have been focused to improve performance and define 

numerical and physical characterization of hybrid rockets, but scarce 

development is known about the mass production of this kind of rockets, in fact, 

is so common that fuels used in hybrid propulsion will be mixed and cast “by 

hand”, and then manually assembled with other elements of rocket motor. 

These features result in very high production costs and low degree of 

performance reliability. Features like peak and mean thrusts, motor-to-motor 
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response time and total impulse can show high degree of variability among 

them [1].  

The combustion behavior of hybrid rockets has some differences with solid 

rockets, the fuel regression rate is typically less than solid rocket propellants 

and is currently under study. Consequently, many motors designs must have 

multiple orifices within the grain, that are called combustion ports (as shown in 

Figure 2), to produce the required combustion area. In terms of delivered 

specific impulse, the performance of a hybrid rocket motor is a function of the 

degree of flow mixing generated within the combustion chamber. Multiple 

combustion ports or ports with complex geometries promote the high 

combustion efficiency as a result of the turbulent environment for unburned fuel 

and oxidizer downstream of the fuel grain [2], [33].  

 
 

A hybrid rocket design begins with specifying a thrust level and a 

propellant system, after that, an operating oxidizer-to-fuel mixture ratio selection 

is made. This selection determines the propellant characteristic velocity. 

Subsequently, the total propellant flow rate is determined and then the fuel and 

oxidizer flow rates. The necessary fuel flow rate determines the fuel surface 

area and the fuel regression rate. On the other hand, the fuel regression rate is 

determined by oxidizer mass velocity or oxidizer flux, which is the mass flow 

Figure 2. Schematic cross-sectional view of a typical hybrid fuel grain [13]. 
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rate of oxidizer in a combustion port, divided by the port cross sectional area. 

By this way, the fuel flow rate is intrinsically linked to the oxidizer flow rate [14].  

The combustion process of a fuel grain of a hybrid is markedly different 

from a solid rocket motor, because typically does not contain oxidizer within the 

chemical composition. By this reason, the fuel must be vaporized before 

combustion can occur. The regression surface is directly related with the heat 

transfer and combustion ports’ aerodynamics. The primary combustion region 

over the grain surface has been limited as a narrow flame zone occurring within 

the fuel boundary layer. The main features that develop this boundary layer 

include pressure, gas temperature, grain composition, combustion port length 

and combustion port oxidizer mass flow rate. According to experimental studies, 

the Reynolds number per unit length for a typical hybrid rocket motor using 

oxygen is about 2 x 105 per inch of grain length, for flux levels between 0.3 and 

0.6 lbm/seg-in2, consequently, the turbulent boundary layer is the main 

responsible of the convective heat transfer processes within hybrid fuel grains 

[14], [34]. 

The heat transfer mechanisms that govern the general behavior of a 

combustion process in a hybrid engine are mainly convection and radiation. 

Convection heat transfer phenomena are considered to be of greater magnitude 

than radiative ones. In this way, the modeling of the main operating 

characteristics of a hybrid engine can be obtained from the study of convection 

heat transfer in the turbulent boundary layer. Equation 1 offers a first expression 

for the fuel surface regression rate, that can be obtained by performing an 

energy conservation analysis on the fuel grain surface [14]. 

!̇ = 0.036
().*

+,
-
.
/
0
).1

2).13 (1) 
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In equation 1, parameter 2  is also known as the blowing coefficient, 

which results from the phenomenon of vaporization of fuel from the fuel grain 

surface. This expression also permits to determine the wide dependence of the 

regression rate on the free flow velocity of the oxidizer-fuel mixture per unit area 

(, and on the vaporization characteristic of fuel 2. Experimentally, it has been 

evidenced that the regression rates in hybrid engines present a strong 

dependence on the injection characteristics of the oxidant, viscosity of 

combustion gases . and on the pre-combustion features of the fuel within the 

combustion chamber [14], [33]. 

The transitory performance within the combustion process of hybrids can 

be defined in equation 2 as the rate of change in gas pressure (Q(+STS) QA⁄ ), 

which is a function of the difference between the mass flow of the oxidant (;̇)) 

and gases from the vaporization of the fuel (;̇,) [35], [36].  

Q(+STS)

QA
= ;̇) + ;̇, −

FSIX

8∗
 (2) 

When stationary flow conditions are used during analysis (Q(+STS) QA⁄ =

0) equation 3 can be used to determine the total mass flow [35], [36]. 

;̇ = ;̇) + ;̇, =
FSIX

8∗
 (3) 

Where: 
	
;̇):	Z/B?BC@!	;9<<	=:7J.	
;̇,:	T9F7!BC@?	=>@:	;9<<	=:7J.	
FS:	L7;M><AB7D	8ℎ9;M@!	F!@<<>!@.	
IX: O7CC:@	Aℎ!79Aℎ	9!@9.	
	8∗: Lℎ9!98A@!B<AB8	N@:78BAH	7=	K9<@<.	
 

One of the main advantages of hybrid engines is the possibility of having 

control over their acceleration. This is achieved by manipulating the flow rate of 

the oxidant, which generates a non-linear increase in the fuel flow rate. The 
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equations 4 and 5 show the general thrust ([) of a hybrid and regression rate 

for cylindrical combustion port geometries (!̇) [14].  

[ = ;̇\]K^ (4) 

!̇ = 9 _
;̇)

`a1b
c

 (5) 

Where 

[:	dℎ!><A.	
;̇:	[>@:	9D?	7/B?BC@!	;9<<	=:7J.	
;̇):	Z/B?BC@!	;9<<	=:7J.	
\]:	EF@8B=B8	B;F>:<@.	
K^:	(!9NBAH.	
9: e/F@!B;@DA9:	87D<A9DA.	
	D: e/F@!B;@DA9:	87D<A9DA.	
a: L7;M><AB7D	F7!A	!9?B><. 

During combustion of hybrids the mass flow rate of fuel is a function of 

combustion port surface area and grain length. The equation 6 is a convenient 

expression derived to find the fuel mass flow rate, using 9  and D  as 

experimental constants of fuel, and a,	6 as geometrical variables. [14]. 

;̇, = 2`Sgc+,69;̇^
caSg1c (6) 

Where 

[:	dℎ!><A.	
;̇):	Z/B?BC@!	;9<<	=:7J.	
\]:	EF@8B=B8	B;F>:<@.	
K^:	(!9NBAH	87D<A9DA.	
9: e/F@!B;@DA9:	87D<A9DA.	
D: e/F@!B;@DA9:	87D<A9DA.	
a: L7;M><AB7D	F7!A	!9?B><. 

6: [>@:	K!9BD	:@DKℎA 
 

In equation 6, Sutton et al. [14] states that for constant mass oxidizer 

flow, the fuel vaporization will increase with port radius increasing if D < 0.5. For 

D > 0.5 fuel vaporization decrease with increasing port radius. For grains with 

multiple cylindrical ports it is possible to derive the equations 7 to 10 [14], to 

give the combustion port radius as function of time (eq. 7), instantaneous fuel 
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flow ratio as function of time (eq. 8), instantaneous mixture ratio as function of 

time (eq. 9) and total fuel consumed as function of time (eq. 10), respectively.  

a(A) = h9(2D + 1) _
;̇^

`O
b
c

A + aj
1ckSl

S
1ckS
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b
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Where 

6: [>@:	K!9BD	:@DKℎA.	
aj:	\DBAB9:	F7!A	!9?B><.	
O:	O>;M@!	7=	87;M><AB7D	F7!A<.	
\]:	EF@8B=B8	B;F>:<@.	
K^:	(!9NBAH	87D<A9DA.	
9: e/F@!B;@DA9:	87D<A9DA.	
D: e/F@!B;@DA9:	87D<A9DA.	
+,: [>@:	K!9BD	?@D<BAH.	
;̇^: Z/B?B<@!	;9<<	=:7J	
a: L7;M><AB7D	F7!A	!9?B><. 

 

Although the last equations 7 to 10 are only valid for cylindric combustion 

ports, they could be used to study the general performance of hybrids with non-

circular combustion ports as well. 

Selection of fuel and its components has impact in regression rate 

because this parameter is a function of the energy required to vaporize fuel. For 

polymeric fuels, it is also function of the energy required to break the polymeric 

chains, and the heat required to convert solid polymeric fragments to gaseous 

phase [14], [37], [38]. 
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The Figure 3 shows a common model of combustion process for a non-

radiating hybrid fuel system [3]. The heat transferred from the flame zone is 

responsible to vaporize the fuel, and is transferred toward the flame zone, while 

oxidizer is transported from the free stream to the flame zone by diffusion and 

flow turbulence. The stoichiometric conditions determine the flame location 

within the boundary layer, and the thickness of this flame is determined by the 

rate at the oxidation reaction occurs [14], [38]. 

Inside the combustion in hybrid rocket engines, the gas-phase flow is 

restricted to the interior of the inner fuel grain surfaces, obtaining an internal 

cylindrical flow path. Parameters such as surface areas, axial temperature, 

enthalpy, pressure, and mixing ratios could affect the formation of the boundary 

layer inside within combustion port [2], and the main flow of gases from the 

combustion process is accelerated axially along the combustion port and 

accumulates, generating pressure gradients inside the combustion chamber [1]. 

The most influential theory for understanding the burning process of 

hybrid engines was proposed by Marxman and Gilbert [39]. The theory states 

the presence of a flame sheet inside the combustion port (orange band in 

Figure 3)  that separates the mainstream in two zones, the upper zone which is 

rich in oxidant and where the temperature and speed gradients have opposite 

directions, and the lower zone that is rich in fuel and presents both speed and 

temperature gradients that are in the same direction [33], [39]. 
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Figure 3. Simplified model of boundary layer hybrid combustion process adapted from [3]. 

The flame sheet generates heat transfer mechanisms which are the 

control mechanism of the combustion process inside a hybrid rocket engine and 

takes place where the concentrations of fuel and oxidant are adequate to 

develop the combustion; however, these concentrations may not be 

stoichiometric in some location along the grain length. With these assumptions, 

Marxman and Gilbert [39] proposed a better local regression rate of a solid fuel 

in hybrid combustion as: 

+,	!̇ = L(a@og).1 _
EA
EA^

b p
>q
>,r

s t
uℎ,r − ℎvw

∆yz,q,,
| (11) 

 

Where: 

L:  [>D8AB7D	7=	~98ℎ	D>;M@!	(~	0.03	=7!	:7J	~98ℎ	D>;M@!;	
≥ 0.05		=7!	ℎBKℎ	~98ℎ	D>;M@!	BD	ℎHM!B?<)	

(:	6789:	;9<<	=:>/	?>@	A7	7/B?BC@!	9D?	=>@:.	
EX:	EA9DA7D	D>;M@!.	
EX^:	EA9DA7D	D>;M@!	BD	9M<@D8@	7=	M:7JBDK	=7!	A>!M>:@DA	=:7J	7N@!	=:9A	F:9A@.	
>q:	[:7J	N@:78BAH	9A	Aℎ@	@?K@	7=	M7>D?9!H	:9H@!.	
>,r:	É!7F9K9AB7D	N@:78BAH	7=	=:9;@.	
ℎ,r:	EA9KD9AB7D	@DAℎ9:FH	7=	=>@:	9A	Aℎ@	=:9;@	A@;F@!9A>!@.	
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ℎv:	eDAℎ9:FH	7=	=>@:	9A	Aℎ@	J9::	BD	K9<	Fℎ9<@.	
+,: [>@:	?@D<BAH.	
∆yz,q,,:	[>@:	A7A9:	ℎ@9A	7=	K9<B=B89AB7D. 

 

Equation 11 allows the calculation of the regression rate which depends 

mainly on the total mass flux (  at axial position along the combustion port. 

Additionally, (  decreases as the combustion port area increases during the 

burning process. This interaction suggests that the regression rate increases 

with the axial position of grain and decreases with burning time, however, 

experimentally was found that there is a negative dependence on the regression 

rate as the axial position approaches the nozzle [39]. This behavior may be 

attributable to the thickening of the boundary layer and the decrease of the 

convective heat transfer processes. As the flow approaches the nozzle, the 

normal velocity gradients at the fuel surface and the boundary layer 

temperature become less influential, and the convective heat transfer rate 

decreases [2], [39], [40]. 

However, it is known that internal flows with helical characteristics have 

the ability to increase the regression rate. This is due to the increased local 

coefficient of skin friction and the introduction of a centrifugal component into 

the flow field, which reduces the boundary layer on the wall, bringing the flame 

closer to the fuel surface and therefore increasing the efficiency of flame 

diffusion [11], [13]. 

Mishra and Gupta [41], proposed a study on solid fuels with a wide 

variety of helical geometries in their burn ports at different flow conditions for 

both laminar and turbulent. With these experiments they found a friction factor 

that allows to explain the increase of the regression rate in solid fuels with 

helical geometry ports. Thus, equations 12 and 13 show a more specific model 

of the regression rate in a hybrid solid grain with helical geometries at 

combustion port, including the skin friction coefficient for a straight flow field 

(Schoenherr-Schlicting model [13], [35]) and a helical flow field (Mishra-Gupta 

model [41]). 
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Recently, the model of Kumar and Ramakrishna [42] proposes finding 

the regression rate of solid fuel grains using the instantaneous pressure of the 

combustion chamber, which could be a promising and simple method to 

determine this performance parameter of a hybrid rocket motor. This study has 

been applied for straight-bore combustion ports in HTPB fuel grains, but in 

future studies, this methodology could be adapted for the calculation of 

regression rates in helical complex geometries and ABS fuel grains.  

Polymeric fuels for hybrid motors and its general thermoxidative process.  

The polymer technology had developed a huge number of products that are 

standardized, studied and mass-produced for uncountable industrial and 

domestic applications. However, just a little amount of polymeric formulations is 

used as rocket fuel. The most important of them is Hydroxyl-terminated 

polybutadiene (HTPB), which is a thermosetting polymer that could be used for 

molding and shoes industries. It is a polymer of butadiene terminated at each 

end, with a hydroxyl functional group. At atmospheric conditions, the HTPB is a 
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viscous liquid that become an elastic solid when reacts with an organic material 

like isophorone diisocyanate or aliphatic diisocyanate. The HTPB’s formula is:  

HO-CH2-CH=CH-CH2-(CH2-CH=CH-CH2)n-CH2-CH=CH-CH2-OH    

Where n is the number of butadiene monomers presents in the polymer. 

The HTPB-R45m, (45 monomers of butadiene) catalyzed with PAPI 94 

(polymethylene-polyphenylisocyanate) is commonly used for hybrid rocket 

motors [43]. 

Other kinds of fuels are common polymers like high-density polyethylene 

(HDPE), Poly (methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA), Hydroxyl-terminated 

Polybutadiene (HTPB), Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) which are 

compounds used within the thrust chamber of hybrid rocket motors with 

different behavior of combustion processes. According to Chen and Gao [6], a 

polymer that is subjected for a sufficient exposure time to a heat source (i.e. 

external heat source) generates organic polymeric materials produced by 

thermal degradation, generating products in varying concentrations and 

different temperature ranges. Features like nature and amount of the volatile 

combustible products depend on the chemical structures of the polymers 

undergoing degradation. The combustion of polymeric materials begins if the 

gaseous mixture resulting from the mixing of degradation volatiles with air is 

within the flammability limits, and the temperature is above the ignition 

temperature. This combustion is a complex process involving stages occurring 

in the condensed and gaseous phase, and at the interfaces between the two 

phases [22]. 

The three general processes involved in thermal degradation of 

thermoplastic process could be summarized as follows: 

1. Random chain cleavage and chain unzipping. This phenomenon is usually 

present in high monomer yields, producing a slow decrease in its molecular 

weight.  

2. Random chain cleavage followed by further chain scission. This behavior 
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is common in low monomer yields followed by a rapid drop in molecular weight. 

3. Intra-chain and cross-linking chemical reaction and random chain 

cleavage. This feature produces carbonaceous residue, which generates high 

yield of volatiles. 

These processes could occur simultaneously depending on: Pyrolysis 

temperature, presence of additives, environment conditions, sample size, 

heating rate and heat transfer [6], [44]. The thermal stability of polymers is 

determined by the relative strengths of the main-chain bonds. However, polymer 

degradation schemes could be affected by the presence of side-chain 

substituents, comonomers, and other chemical factors. Many commercial 

polymers have additives and comonomers used as flame retardants; as a 

result, a reduced thermal stability of polymeric system is evidenced [6]. 

According to Martel [45], the flammability of a polymer is related with the ability 

to form char. The ability of a polymer to perpetuate the flame decreases as the 

generation of residual chars increases during burning, and this can be an 

indicator of the degree of flame retardancy of this material.  

In terms of thermodegradation, ABS have relevant characteristics, which 

must be exposed from its main components. In general, ABS is synthesized 

from three monomers: acrylonitrile, butadiene and styrene, and is composed 

only of nitrogen, hydrogen and carbon, the latter being the predominant atomic 

species. Acrylonitrile is the only monomer that contributes approximately 26% 

nitrogen to the compound, while the composition by weight of hydrogen is low 

[46].  

A wide range of studies have been conducted on hybrid rocket motors, in 

particular with HTPB (Hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene) as fuel, obtaining 

several findings strongly related to the manipulation of features such as mixture 

percentages (HTPB + curative agent + additives), the proportion of gas retained 

during solidification and temperature of solidification. Under standard 

manufacturing conditions, a grain of HTPB demands up to 15 days to be fully 

cured. Its solidified geometry cannot be changed after curing and is not 
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currently recyclable or reusable [47]. In addition, some nations have bans on 

their importation, commercialization and legal exploitation, which impose 

limitations on its use, at least for scientific or research uses. 

As an alternative fuel grain, acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) is 

suggested as a low-cost material with widespread production  and can be 

recycled various times [48]. Since 2016, the global production rate of ABS has 

been 10.8 million tons, providing excellent accessibility of this material for use in 

these propulsive systems [1]. 

Currently, ABS is not categorized as a material used in rocket propulsion 

systems, however, Whitmore et.al [49] reported an ABS combustion efficiency 

considerably close to HTPB in preliminary characterization studies. His 

research had a reduced performance of only 4.6 percent for thrust and 7 

percent for specific thrust compared to HTPB. Whitmore reveals a promising 

performance as a solid rocket fuel in ABS, with the advantages of its wide 

market accessibility and versatility for processing and manufacturing. However, 

the current monomer ratio in commercial ABS would not provide the optimum 

energy content [49]. 

Particularly, acrylonitrile is presented in an odorless liquid state with a 

boiling point of 77. 3 ºC and a freezing point of around -83.55 ºC. It is soluble in 

most polar and non-polar solvents. It has ample facility to generate chemical 

reactions, in most of which it presents double carbon-carbon bond. It is this 

characteristic that triggers the ability to generate homopolymerization, which is 

done in the presence of initiators under the mechanism of free radicals or 

anionic polymerization. As a result of this process, polyacrylonitrile is obtained, 

which is a non-soluble compound in common solvents. Although monomeric 

acrylonitrile is considered toxic to humans, homopolymer is considered non-

toxic [46].  

On the other hand, 1-3 Butadiene is a colorless gas whose boiling point 

is -4.5 ºC and its freezing point is -108. 96 ºC. It is highly reactive due to its two 

double bonds, giving it high versatility for the formation of polymeric structures. 

Soluble compound in organic solvents. Its polymerization mechanism requires 
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the activation of an initiator or a catalyst, which triggers the free radical 

mechanism, which finally generates a polymer rubber composed by addition 

polymerization [46]. 

Finally, styrene is an oily, colorless, or yellowish substance with a highly 

penetrating odor. Its boiling range is between 145 and 146 ºC and the freezing 

point is approximately -30.6 ºC. It is soluble in carbon disulfide, acetone, 

methanol, ether and alcohol but hardly soluble in water. Although it is not 

considered toxic, it can generate skin, eye or mucous membrane irritation. Its 

polymerization process shows a low rate at room temperature but increases 

with the addition of heat. This polymerization generates an exothermic reaction 

that allows the self-acceleration of the process. Its homopolymerization can 

occur via ionic reactions or free radical, generating a crystalline compound 

called polystyrene [46].  

ABS polymers can be obtained by two methods, which produce different 

types of plastics. A type A ABS production is obtained by mixing styrene-

acrylonitrile copolymer resin with butadiene-acrylonitrile rubber. ABS polymer 

type B mixes polybutadiene not grafted with styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer. 

The different mixing ratios vary widely, however there are general production 

ranges between 65-76% styrene and 24-35% acrylonitrile. The autoignition 

temperature of ABS reports in a range between 466 ºC and 575 ºC, generating 

dense smoke, which is compatible with polymers that include aromatic rings in 

their structure. 

The Table 2 shows a list of the main compounds generated as products 

of ABS thermodegradation, obtained in oxidative and inert atmospheres. 

Although the combustion process of the hybrid engine is known to occur in a 

highly oxidizing atmosphere, under some conditions, small amounts of oxygen, 

or even no oxygen at all, could occur on the surface of the polymer [46]. 
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Table 2. Thermodegradation products of ABS. Modified from [46]. 

Product Atmosphere type Reference 

Acetophenone Oxidative, Inert [50] 

Acids (-COOH) Oxidative [51] 

Acrolein Oxidative, Inert [50]–[52] 

Acrylonitrile Oxidative, Inert [50]–[52] 

Aldehydes (total) (HCHO)  Oxidative [51] 

Benzaldehyde Oxidative, Inert [50], [52] 

Carbon dioxide Oxidative [53], [54] 

Carbon monoxide Oxidative [51], [53]–[56] 

Cresol Oxidative, Inert [50] 

Dimethylbenzene Oxidative, Inert [50] 

Ethanal Oxidative, Inert [50] 

Ethylbenzene Oxidative, Inert [50] 

Ethylmethylbenzene Oxidative, Inert [50] 

Formaldehyde Oxidative [51] 

Hydrogen cyanide Oxidative, Inert [51], [53], [54], [56] 

lsopropylbenzene Oxidative, Inert [50] 

a- Methylstyrene Oxidative, Inert [50] 

b- Methylstyrene Oxidative, Inert [50] 

Nitric oxide Oxidative [56] 

Nitrogen dioxide Oxidative [56] 

Phenol Oxidative, Inert [50] 

Phenyl cyclohexane Oxidative, Inert [50] 

2-Phenyl-2-propanol Oxidative, Inert [50] 
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3-Phenyl-1-propene Oxidative, Inert [50] 

n- Propylbenzene Oxidative, Inert [50] 

Styrene Oxidative, Inert [50]–[52] 

4-Vinyl- 1-cyclohexene Oxidative, Inert [50] 

 

At least twenty-seven products of ABS combustion have been measured 

and identified as toxic to humans, which depends on extensive exposure 

conditions and degradation processes. To date, several other compounds are 

known to exist as a result of ABS thermoxidation, but toxicologically relevant is 

the study of CO and HCN, whose concentrations obtained as individual 

contaminants in pyrolytic decomposition tests are not high enough to be 

catalogued as a threat to human health. However, the existence of toxic 

compounds obtained from the sum of these two components is known to 

present a risk of toxicity and even death in adequate concentrations [50], [53], 

[57]. 

Finally, due to the relative degree of uncertainty concerning the enthalpy 

of ABS formation, this research uses a methodology to the calculation of 

formation enthalpy value (∆yõº) using the group addition technique established 

by Van Krevelen and Jijenhuis [49], [58]. The group addition method calculates 

the Gibbs free energy of formation ∆(,  of a polymer in a gaseous state by 

summing up individual group contributions of frequent polymer-building 

molecular associations. Because the free energy of the polymer Gibbs, can be 

estimated as the sum of the contribution of the enthalpies of formation of the 

individual molecular group, minus the contribution of the entropy or temperature 

product. The enthalpy of polymer formation, then, is simply the sum of the 

contributions of the formation enthalpies of the individual groups [49]. 
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3. OBJECTIVES 

 General Objective 

 

Determine the "grain to grain" performance variability of ABS fuel grains 

during combustion, manipulating the manufacturing processes and the port 

geometry of grain.  

 

Specific Objectives 

1. Develop a computer-controlled manufacturing methodology, to generate 

complex port geometries in ABS fuel grains for hybrid rockets.  

 

2. Develop an experimental hybrid rocket engine, instrumented and reusable, to 

be used as a test bench for the characterization of polymeric solid fuels, 

adapted to Colombian context. 

 

3. Propose a geometrical model that increase the regression rate at least 5% 

using ABS, geometrical port modifications and manufacturing process 

modifications, in comparison with straight bore combustion port as baseline. 

 

4.  Determine the statistical variability in combustion performance of solid fuel 

grains with complex geometries in the combustion ports.  
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4. METHODOLOGY 
 

Colombia faces some technical problems for the development of rocket-

type propulsion systems. These include high costs and restrictions on imports of 

raw materials for the production of fuels and oxidizers used in rocket propulsion. 

As a result of these restrictions, Colombia has not developed aerospace 

propulsion technology. However, it is possible to develop characterization 

studies and experimental processes with small-scale propulsion systems, using 

alternative fuel materials and innovative manufacturing methods. 

Another type of general problem facing the development of propulsive 

systems is the variability in the behavior of combustion process, which occurs 

specifically in hybrid rocket engines. Experimentally there is evidence of 

variation in combustion parameters of this type of engines (thrust, temperature, 

pressure, regression rate, etc.), which generally use polymeric fuels such as 

HTPB. 

This study wants to determine if the variability “grain to grain” of hybrid 

rocket motors is related with the manufacturing process and geometric 

parameters (combustion port geometry) of fuel grains. According to Whitmore 

[1], [26], “The current manufacture methods of fuel grains involves casting non-

polymerized material “by hand” in a casing mold to form the fuel grain. This 

approach results in market prohibitive production costs and a high degree of 

performance variability, motor–to-motor response times, peak thrust, and total 

impulse levels can vary significantly”. This variability could not be acceptable for 

certification or marketing purposes, for this reason, it is desirable to obtain a fuel 

that could offer good performance with low variability from manufacturing 

process. Additionally, it is desirable to obtain a fuel of low cost, of wide 

commercialization, and whose processes of manufacture generate grains of low 

geometric variability and high standards of performance, security and handling.  

As a possible solution to help mitigates this situation, a novel proposal 

will be used to produce solid fuels suitable for use in rocket engines, at low cost 
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and with geometric characteristics that seek to improve the combustion 

performance of hybrid rocket motors. This method consists of using ABS 

polymer as fuel in hybrid rocket engines, manufactured by Direct Digital 

Manufacturing (DDM) methods, specially the Fused Deposition Material (FDM) 

technique.  

As a first approach to the handling of hybrid rocket engines, paraffin wax 

was initially used as a fuel to characterize the experimental engine built for this 

study. This fuel was used as a reference parameter for grains obtained from 

traditional casting manufacturing processes. Therefore, it is possible to obtain at 

least, qualitative parameters closer to the behavior of fuel grains manufactured 

from HTPB. This characterization is made especially by the impossibility of 

obtaining HTPB in Colombia, due to the mentioned restrictions. Experimentation 

with paraffin grains, made it possible to calibrate and fine-tune the designed 

hybrid rocket engine. Besides permitted to obtain a baseline of the typical 

behavior of this type of engine, since this is the first prototype built in Colombia 

to date. Once the calibration process was completed, the fuel grain was 

calculated and manufactured in ABS polymeric material, specially designed for 

additive manufacturing. The printer was calibrated and adjusted to generate a 

100% solid grain with fine geometric finishing characteristics. Once the fuel 

grains were manufactured, they were ignited in the built engine and the different 

performance parameters of the engine were registered. 

The hypothesis that wants to be tested is to determine if there is a 

relationship between the manufacturing method and the variability conditions of 

rocket fuel grains, generating more variability conditions the casting over FDM 

method.  

If this hypothesis is affirmative, the FDM technology could be used to produce, 

at least in a semi-industrialized way, hybrid rocket fuel grains with low “grain to 

grain” variability, which is an important step to certify, normalize and massively 

use the hybrid rocket motors. Another important advantage to use the FDM is 

the possibility to generate intricate and complex geometries into fuel grains, 

which is a method to enhance the regression rate of these fuels [59]. This 
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improvement is not easy to obtain using casting and melting manufacture 

methods, because the coring tools, molds and processes have to be advanced 

and precise, which increase the overall cost of grain production.  

 

Figure 4. Flow chart of research process. 

 

Even if the main hypothesis will not be affirmative, or the variability will be 

an insensitive variable of manufacture process, an alternative hypothesis could 
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be assumed, and will be that is possible to increase at least 5% the regression rate of 

ABS fuel grains, in comparison with paraffin ones, using FDM manufacture method.   

Figure 4. Flow chart of research process. shows a general flowchart, 

showing the logical sequence of activities developed for this research.  

4.1 Experimental design 

The RCBD (Randomize Complete Block Design) is an experimental 

design, which uses the blocking technique to eliminate the effects of a factor 

that is not of interest in the experiment. If the effect of this factor is not 

eliminated, the increase in variability due to this factor may affect the results of 

the experiment. The blocking factor is characterized by being known and 

controllable. The RCBD design can also be used to test how robust the process 

is for a variable response in conditions that are difficult to control, in these cases 

it is possible to use combinations of factors that are not easy to control to make 

the blocks. 

The randomization during the taking of measurements with the different 

treatments in the experiment is done within each block, so these are a 

restriction of randomness. RCBD is a useful method, because contrary to what 

happens in a completely randomized experiment, in case of a serious failure in 

the performance of the experiment, it is not necessary to repeat the whole 

experiment but only the block that was affected. 

To determine the effect of the combustion port geometry in the response 

variables vector, the Multiple Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) model is used. 

Hjõ = µ + ûj + 2õ + üjõB (14) 

Where 

B = 1,2,⋯9	(d!@9A;@DA<) 
° = 1,2,⋯M	(¢:78ö<) 

In equation 14,	Hjõ is the response vector (combustion parameters like 

thrust and chamber pressure) with BXÑ  treatment and °XÑ  block, µ is the 

general mean vector (combustion parameters: thrust and chamber 
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pressure), ûj is the effect of BXÑ treatment,  βj is the effect of °XÑ block and üjõ is 

the multivariate normal random error term. 

The hypothesis to contrast are: 

y):	.S = .1 = ⋯ = .à	N<	yS: 9A	:@9<A	7D@	N@8A7!	;@9D	B<	?B==@!@DA. 
 

Additionally, MANOVA has some assumptions that must be 

accomplished. First it is important to check if there are multivariate outliers in 

the residuals of the model, since they may indicate possible problems [60]. 

Second, it is relevant to check if there is multicollinearity in the response 

variable matrix; MANOVA assumes that response variables are only 

moderately correlated [61]–[63]. Additionally, a Chi-Square with two 

degrees of freedom QQ plot is used to check if multivariate residuals are 

multivariate normally distribute. This can be done because Mahalanobis’ 

square distance between each residual vector and the residuals mean 

vector 0 is Chi-Square distributed with two degrees of freedom, and 

multivariate residuals normally distributed. 

Experimental hybrid rocket engine 

A typical laboratory-scale hybrid rocket engine was designed, built 

[40] and instrumented for fuel geometry characterization tests. 

A “run tank” made of AISI 1020 steel and bronze (bulkheads) with a 

nominal composition of 58% copper, 2% lead and 40% zinc, was used for 

gasification and pressure regulation of nitrous oxide (99.9%) from a 

standardized commercial R-size steel bottle. For the conduction of the 

nitrous oxide it was used flexible hose type convoluted 316L core with 

armor guard and stainless steel 3/8 in. OD tubing connectors. The 

combustion chamber was designed and built in AISI 1020 steel, 

manufactured by traditional machining, suitable with two inlets for nitrous 

oxide injection and coupling for the pyrogen ignition system respectively. 

The front bulkhead and nozzle were specially designed to make the 

design robust and durable, while allowing for durability and 

interchangeability if new parts are required. The bulkhead has a 3/8 in. 
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dia. threaded inlet to allow access to the swirl type injector (Spraying 

Systems - stainless steel) and a threaded coupling to the combustion 

chamber with NPT type thread, with a Viton® O-ring groove at the 

beginning, to make the hermetic seal of the combustion gases. In relation 

to the nozzle, a solid piece of AISI 1020 steel was also obtained, obtained 

by traditional machining (lathing and milling), without application of inserts 

or couplings in throat. It was also built using NPT thread and double 

groove for Viton® O-ring type, allowing tightness in the thread, and 

ensuring the exit of gases only by the convergent-divergent sections of the 

Delaval nozzle obtained. Figure 5 shows the cross section of the rocket-

motor designed for the tests. To initiates the combustion process, an 

igniter based on 30 g of magnesium-potassium nitrate (pyrogen mixture), 

especially designed for this application, was placed directly into the 

precombustion chamber. Nicrom-based electronic matches (E-matches) 

started the igniters with a 12 V signal, sent from a Data Acquisition and 

Control Console (DACC), designed to ignite and register performance data 

from the rocket-motor [40]. E-matches and igniters are replaced after each 

test, and the nozzle is checked for erosive failure. 

 

Figure 5. Cross section of hybrid rocket motor used to test. 

For pressure measurement during the test, a connection port was drilled 

on one side of the case, and a check valve was connected in line with the 

pressure transducer and the combustion chamber; 13 ml of Nuto H100-Mobil® 

oil was poured between the check valve and pressure transducer space to 
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reduce heat transfer issues during combustion, avoiding heat damage to the 

pressure sensor.  

To obtain the structure of the engine, three A35 steel rings were built and 

connected by four 1/2 in. threaded rods joined by nuts and lock washers, besides 

allowing the anchorage of the engine by means of a ballistic pendulum type 

mechanism. The design of this frame allows the handling and adjustment of the 

measuring instruments and the fluid lines of the system.  In the upper section of the 

engine, a flat A35 steel plate was adapted, which properly transmits the structural 

load to the load cell provided for the thrust measurement. Table 3 shows the main 

features of the hybrid rocket motor tested [40]. 

Table 3. Main geometric hybrid rocket engine features. 

Grain Injector Nozzle Motor Case 

248 mm Length 
2.3 mm Diameter 

Orifice Nominal 

21.5 mm Diameter 

Exit 
365.02 mm Length 

44.8 mm Diameter 
2.3 mm Diameter 

Max. free passage 

12.5 mm Diameter 

Throat 
63.5 mm Diameter 

12º conical inlet 
BSJ Spiral Jet 

(Spraying Systems®) 
2.95 Expansion ratio 3.5 mm Thickness 

On the other hand, a test bench for laboratory scale was built for this 

motor. This device gives structural support to the motor, restraining it to a strictly 

horizontal movement, necessary to obtain measurement of the axial thrust 

generated by the reaction of the gases coming from the nozzle. This bench was 

designed as a ballistic pendulum. As shown in Figure 6, two galvanized steel cords 

3.1 mm in diameter, hold the motor from two hard anchorage points, allowing its 

movement in a pendulum form. This setup allows the direct measurement of 

pressure within the combustion chamber and axial thrust of the engine in the 

load cell.  
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Figure 6. Hybrid Rocket motor supported by the pendulum system. 

The test bench also supports a liquid nitrous oxide UHP feed system that 

is regulated by a pressure regulator valve Victor SR 250D® at 3447 kPa outlet 

pressure and passes through a diaphragm GCE Druva MVR 500G® regulating 

valve flow control, to finally enter a D-Cryo-series® solenoid valve from Gems 

Sensors and Controls® excited with 12 VDC which is actuated from the DACC. 

Figure 7 illustrates the designed rocket motor piping schematic diagram. 

The DACC was a system built on a Labview platform that allowed data to 

be obtained on combustion chamber pressure, engine thrust and temperature at 

the engine nozzle throat. Additionally, the system was programmed to manage 

the opening and closing of the solenoid valve for the passage of nitrous oxide 

into the combustion process. The operation of the system allows the start of a 

sequence of functions that activate the reading and storage of data from the 

sensors, while opening the nitrous oxide flow valve and turning on the E-match 

to start the combustion. Once the combustion time determined in the sequence 

is completed, the system cuts the opening signal of the solenoid valve and 

saves the data obtained during the test, exporting it to a .xls file.  

The setup used for this DACC, consists of two regulated voltage sources 

Protek PL3003T for the power supply of the digital ignitor activation system (5 

VDC), the solenoid valve of the rocket engine (24 VDC) and for the power 

Pendulum type anchorage 

points 

Load cell support 

Fixed security points Structural rings Combustion chamber 

Run tank 
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supply of the load cell (12 VDC) respectively. A NIcDAQ 9172 National 

Instruments chassis and modules NI 9213 temperature acquisition, NI 9263 

analog signal outputs and NI 9205 analog signal acquisition. 

A Lexus loadcell® S type model SA (-200 N to 200 N) situated along the 

longitudinal axis of the hybrid motor was used to measure the thrust of the 

motor. The output response of this sensor is 2.0 ± 0.2% mV/V and is excited 

with a 12 VDC source. The combustion chamber pressure was registered with a 

Huba TP-520® (0 to1 MPa) pressure transducer, excited with 24 VDC and 

installed just in the combustion chamber. The measuring systems were verified 

with calibrated inputs and the calibration data is reported in Table 4 for 

repeatability purposes. 

 

Figure 7. Hybrid rocket motor piping schematic diagram. 

Table 4. Specifications and accuracy for sensors used in the rocket motor. 

Instrument 
Reference Operating Range Manufacturer 

accuracy 
Installed test bench 

accuracy 

Huba 520® 0-1 MPa ±0.25% FS ±1.2 kPa 

Lexus® S type SA (-200 N) - 200 N ±0.2% FS ±1.5 N 
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Additive Manufacturing Process 

Several benefits are ascribed to the increasing acceptance of applying 

the 3D production system to traditional methods, including producing complex 

geometry with elevated accuracy, energy savings, flexibility in design, and wide 

customization possibilities. Polylactic acid (PLA) and acrylonitrile butadiene 

styrene (ABS) are the main polymers used in the 3D printing of composites [64], 

[65]. Additive manufacturing methods (AM) have been created to fulfill the 

requirement for fine-resolution printing of complicated designs. Rapid 

prototyping, the potential to print large models, reduce printing flaws and 

enhance mechanical characteristics are some of the main aspects leading AM 

technology growth.  

In FDM manufacturing method, a continuous thermoplastic polymer 

filament is used for 3D printing layers of materials. A continuous thermoplastic 

polymer filament is used in the FDM method for 3D printing layers of materials. 

The filament is heated within the called hot end, to a semi-liquid condition and 

then extruded on a heated platform or on top of the parts that have been earlier 

shaped. An essential property for this technique is the thermoplasticity of the 

polymer filament, which enables the filaments to fuse together during layer 

deposition and then solidify at room temperature to obtain the model designed. 

Some features like layer thickness, infill, orientation of layers, height and width 

of layers, are relevant aspects that affect the mechanical characteristics of 

printed parts.	 This manufacture method offers	 low cost, high speed production, 

simplicity and complex geometries manufacturing possibility as main benefits. 

However, low structural strength, deficient finishing surface quality and a 

reduced number of materials are the main drawbacks of FDM. New material 

technologies are used to obtain fiber-reinforced composites for FDM, offers 

better options to enhance the industrial application of this manufacturing 

method [64]. 

As shown in Table 5 the equipment used to manufacture the solid grains 

in this research was a Prusa Tayrona open source FDM printer, controlled by 
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Arduino Mega 2560, RAMPS 1.4 shield and Repetier Host software by Hot-

World GmbH & Co. The extruded material was ABS Shenzhen Esun Industrial 

Co.® commercial grade and natural color filament, with an estimated monomer 

mole fraction of 50:47:3 (Butadiene: Acrylonitrile: Styrene). The manufacturing 

process produced a 100% solid ABS grain with an approximate mean weight of 

336 g, a volumetric shrinkage of approximately 4.0%, 0.12% of mass gain by 

absorption of ambient humidity and no measurable deformation [1], [66]. 

The fuel grains were built with a 14.9 mm long conical inlet as a pre-

combustion chamber to prevent erosive wear and chaotic combustion inside the 

combustion chamber [10] as shown in Figure 8. Additionally, the grains were 

coated with a layer of alumino-silicate ceramic fiber-based fabric (CeraTex®) to 

protect the combustion chamber from the thermal fatigue. Relevant features of 

printing configuration are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. FDM Equipment configuration for ABS fuel grain manufacture. 

Software Printing properties Hardware 
(General Features) 

Slic3er Prusa Ed. 1.2.2 
Repetier Host V2.0 
RepRap Marlin/Sprinter 
(G-code flavor) 
Solid Edge ST8-Student 
version 
 

Fill density: 100% 
Fill pattern: Concentric 
Advance: Solid infill 
Printing time: 18 h 
Feed rate: 100% 
Threshold area: 70 mm2 

Filament diameter: 1.75 ± 0.01 mm 
Filament density: 975 kg/m3 
Filament color: natural 
Temp. Extruder: 220 ºC 
Temp. Hot-Bed: 95 ºC 
Nozzle diameter: 0.4 mm 
Controller: Arduino Mega 2560 
Controller: RAMPS 1.4 
Stepper driver: Pololu 
Stepper motors: NEMA 17 

 

Combustion port geometries 

The geometries designed for the combustion port of solid grains were a 

straight-bore and helical-finocyl shape. The straight-bore configuration was 

chosen as control geometry, which allows determining the standard behavior of 

fuel grains with simple port geometries. This geometry, besides serving as a 

reference in the characterization of the grain burning process, allows to 

determine the standard manufacturing parameters of a fuel grain with the 

simplest possible geometry.  
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Figure 8. Helical-finocyl configuration ports for ABS fuel grains. 

On the other hand, for the development of this research, a novel 

geometry was designed. The helical-finocyl configuration. This geometry seeks 

to take advantage of the known characteristics of finocyl (Fin in Cylinder) 

configuration, which is especially used for low aspect ratios (L/D), providing 

relatively long burning times and allowing high web fractions, and helical 

geometry induces the helical flow movement inside the burn port, enhancing the 

burn area and burning rate by increasing the turbulent behavior within 

combustion chamber [67].  

 This configuration offers a great versatility in the thrust-time behavior of 

the rocket motors, being very desirable for its applicability in multiple mission 

requirements. 

 Two helical-finocyl configurations were designed. The first at 0.25 turns 

per inch (TPI) and the second at 0.125 TPI, which are difficult to obtain by 

traditional methods of casting, as shown in Appendix 1 and Figure 8. These 

configurations were selected to take advantage of the FDM manufacturing 

process, aiming to compare the combustion variability performance and the 

effect of manipulating the geometry of the port on the combustion performance 
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of ABS solid grains obtained by DDM methods. Table 6 shows the main 

characteristics of printer setup to obtain the desired solid fuel grains.  

Table 6. Printer setup for solid ABS fuel grains  

Printer parameter Hel. finocyl 0.25 
TPI-Fuel grain 

Hel. finocyl 0.125 TPI-
Fuel grain 

Straight-Bore  
Fuel grain 

Estimated Printing 
time (hour: min:seg.) 18:34:20 18:05:16 21:03:42 

Filament needed 
1.75 mm (m) 129.84 126.01 158.02 

Travel feed rate 
(mm/min) 4800 4800 4800 

Infill density (%) 100 100 100 
Infill pattern Concentric Concentric Concentric 

Layer height (mm) 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Speed for 

perimeters (mm/s) 75 75 75 

Speed for infill 
(mm/s) 80 80 80 

Fan Speed  
(min%-max%) 35-100 35-100 35-100 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Main Characteristics of ABS fuel grains 

Preliminary burning tests  

For the manufacture of the polymeric fuel grains, commercial ABS 

material was used, extruded to obtain a 1.75 ± 0.01 mm diameter filament. For 

initial burn tests and characterization, material with coloring additives was used 

to better evidence the processes of carbonization, ablation and formation of 

char and aleatory geometries during combustion. It was used a straight bore 

geometry burned during five seconds in the designed test bench. Figure 9 

shows the cross section of the characterization grain after the burning sequence 

presented. The ceramic liner adhered to the grain with chloroprene-based 

contact solution (PL-285) is shown in this figure. It is also observed at the left 

panel the entry of conical geometry of nitrous oxide, where a darker tonality is 

visualized in comparison with the intermediate zone and the zone of exit of 

gases within the grain. The dark coloration zone located in the first third of the 

grain length is evident, which suggest a more accentuated carbonization (char) 

process compared to the remaining grain portions. This phenomenon responds 

to an unbalanced combustion process with high oxidant and low fuel 

concentration. It is speculated that in the first third of the grain, the rate of 

convective heat transfer from the combustion process is not as preponderant as 

that produced by the forced flow of oxidant from the injector, which has a 

cooling effect in this first zone. It also allows to suggest that the development of 

the flame sheet inside the grain reaches its complete development after 

approximately at one third length of the grain. This is relevant for determining 

the amount of mass remaining in the fuel after the combustion process. 
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Figure 9. Cross section and oxidizer entrance of a burned grain in the respective ignition sequence. 

Another characteristic of this cross section is the formation of random 

burning geometries inside the second and third sections of the grain. It is 

speculated that a greater amount of fuel is gasified in random zones, due to the 

preponderance of convective and radiative heat transfer phenomena, 

additionally stimulated by the turbulent flow behavior expected to exist within 

these zones. This behavior corroborates the fully developed formation of the 

flame sheet in these zones, which generates an increase in the rate of 

regression of the fuel in this zone of the grain.  
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However, a more detailed look at the end of the third zone shows a 

decrease in the appearance of these random burn marks, which is congruent 

with Marxman's theory [39], which suggests a thickening of the boundary layer 

and a further decrease in the heat transfer rate as the gas flow approaches the 

nozzle. This decreases the regression rate of the fuel in this zone, which would 

explain the thickening at the end of the grain wall in the section adjacent to the 

nozzle. 

Thermochemical characterization of ABS 

A sample of ABS fuel grains printed by FDM method in color-neutral 

material (Esun [68]), was thermochemically analyzed under the method Mass 

spectrometry FTIR and Differential scanning calorimetry DSC1, obtaining the 

results obtained in Figure 10 and Figure 11 respectively.   

The Identification of base material was made using mass spectrometry 

FTIR according to BOSMAL/I-7-41/05 obtaining correspondence to acrylonitrile 

butadiene styrene (ABS). In addition, a differential scanning calorimetry DSC 

(Table 7) according to BOSMAL/I-7-87/02 and ISO 11357-3:2013-06E, and 

determination of filler content using ash method according to PN-EN ISO 3451-

1:2010 Method A, was performed to the sample, confirming that material was 

identified as acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) (Glass transition temperature 

110 °C), with no filling additive detected and Residual ash <0.1%. 

 

 

 

 

1 Thanks, are extended to Chemical Laboratory of BOSMAL Automotive Research and Development 

Institute Ltd. Warzaw-Poland to perform the tests with ABS samples.  
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Figure 10. Base material spectrum obtained with mass spectrometry FTIR - acrylonitrile 

butadiene styrene (ABS) 

Table 7. DSC test. Scanning data. 

Differential scanning calorimetry DSC 

Reference materials: indium, tin, adamantane  

aluminium melting pot T0 

Temperature range Heating/cooling 

rate 

gas;flow 

0.0 – 200.0°C 20.00°C/min N2; 50.0 ml/min 

200.0°C 5.0 min N2; 50.0 ml/min 

200.0 – 0.0°C 20.00°C/min N2; 50.0 ml/min 

0.0°C 5.0 min N2; 50.0 ml/min 

0.0 – 200.0°C 20.00°C/min N2; 50.0 ml/min 

Glass transition temperature: 110.0 °C 
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Figure 11. Differential scanning calorimetry -DSC curve of ABS tested. 

With these results was confirmed that a fuel grain of ABS without fire 

retardant, color additive or other kind of filler was used in this experimental 

campaign.  

5.2 Screening experiments and test bench calibration 

As a preliminary approach to the operation of the designed hybrid rocket 

engine, Sasolwax 0907® microcrystalline paraffin wax (Table 8 [69]) and ABS 

fuel grain were initially used to develop a screening experiment and calibration 

bench procedure. Six grains of paraffin were obtained by traditional casting 

method, and six grains of ABS by FDM method. The combustion of the fuel 

grains was performed, and the results shown in Figure 12 were obtained. 
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Table 8. Paraffin microcrystalline wax properties [62]. 

Paraffin wax 
ref. 

Congealing 
Point (ºC) 

Oil Content (%) Penetration 25ºC 
(mm/10) 

Viscosity 
100ºC (mm2/s) 

Sasolwax 
0907® 

83-94 0.0-2.0 4-10 8.5-12.5 

Measures of thrust and pressure were taken with a sample rate of 10 ms 

for all grains and replicates. One block (group of replicates) of ABS and one of 

microcrystalline paraffin wax, with straight-bore combustion port, were burning 

in each replicate in a randomized way. Fire tests were performed during seven 

second each one, and thrust curves obtained during each replicate are shown 

in Figure 12a). ABSB1E is for the first, ABSB2E for the second and ABSB3E for 

the third replicate made with ABS fuel grains. Similarly, the thrust behavior 

provided by paraffin is shown. PB1E corresponds to first replicate of paraffine 

and so on. 

The behavior of pressure is shown in Figure 12b). ABSB1Pr, ABSB2Pr 

and ABSB3Pr corresponds to replicates of ABS one to three respectively. 

  

a) Thrust curves with ABS and paraffin fuel 

grains on each replicate (ABS above, Paraffin wax 

below). 

b) Thrust curves with ABS and paraffin fuel 

grains on each replicate (ABS above, Paraffin wax 

below). 

Figure 12. Combustion performance with ABS and paraffin wax of hybrid rocket motor designed. 
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To statistically analyze the observed distributions obtained during the 

runs, adjusted box plots are used. Figure 13 shows thrust performance in each 

replicate with each grain. The notches in the boxes indicate median confidence 

intervals. They are designed to show evidence of significant differences in the 

median when the notches do not overlap at approximately 5% of the 

significance. However, when the notches of the boxes are overlapping, it is not 

possible to conclude that they are equal medians since it is not necessarily true 

[70].  

 

Figure 13. Adjusted box plot for thrust-time of ABS and microcrystalline paraffin fuel grains 

 

Therefore, ABS fuel grain in replicate one (ABSB1E) has a significantly 

greater median thrust than paraffin grain in the same replicate (PB1E). The 

same behavior is shown in the third replicate when compared to paraffin one 

(ABSB3E and PB3E). 
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The second replicate indicates a distinct conduct as it is the only one that 

exhibits paraffin grain (PB2E) with a considerably higher average thrust than 

ABS fuel grain (ABSB2E). In fact, a rebalancing procedure to oxidizer mass flux 

had to be made during the second test in order to optimize the efficiency of the 

rocket motor. 

 

Figure 14. Adjusted box plot for pressure-time of ABS and microcrystalline paraffin fuel grains. 

 

This modification was provided while the motor was operating, hence the 

behavior noted in the corresponding graph (Figure 12a). As a result of this 

calibration procedure, high sensitivity behavior was observed incidentally with 

the ABS fuel grain, to changes in the oxidizer mass flux, since its median 

plummets compared to paraffin grain (Figure 13).  Additionally, replicate two 

also has a symmetric distribution for PB2E and less skewed distribution for 

ABSB2E. Interestingly, it is observed that by comparing the behavior of the ABS 

grains of replicates one to three, (ABSB1E and ABSB3E), the distribution skew 

changed from negative to positive, and in the case of PB1E and PB3E, shifted 
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from a slightly positive skew to a more positively skewed distribution from 

replicate one to replicate three. Perhaps, this behavior could be caused by the 

adjustment made in the oxidizer during the second replicate, which is a possible 

future study. 

Figure 14 indicates the pressure-time adjusted box plots, where the 

notches on each replicate demonstrate sufficient evidence at approximately 5% 

of significance. These box plots show that the median pressure is higher with 

ABS grain than with paraffin grain; but replicates two (PB2PR and ABSP2Pr) 

where the notches are overlapping, provide inconclusive data. In replicate two, 

paraffin (PB2Pr) has more dispersion than paraffin in replica one and three 

(PB1Pr and PB3Pr) as well. Replicate two presents approximately symmetric 

distribution for PB2Pr and ABS2Pr.  

On the other hand, ABS3Pr has a distribution positively skewed in 

contrast to ABS2Pr, that is negatively skewed; so pressure shows a similar 

performance to thrust when using ABS; however, In both replicates (PB2Pr and 

PB3Pr), paraffin presents positively skewed distributions with more variability in 

the third replicate, which could be induced by the adjustment in the second 

replicate. 

5.3 Analysis of variability in ABS fuel grains  

ABS fuel grains with specific geometry combustion ports were test on the 

hybrid test bench designed, with a supply of nitrous oxide at approximate 

steady pressure and flow. Graphs of 0.125 TPI, 0.25 TPI and straight-bore 

combustion ports were obtained as shown in Figure 15. Graphs a) to f) show 

the peaks of pressure and thrust during the transient ignition time (time=0 to 

time=1.8 s approx.), followed by the plateau behavior of combustion process 

within the combustion chamber (time=1.8 s to time=8 s approx.). Additionally, 

Figure 15g presents the cross section of the burned grains with the helical-

finocyl geometries designed and the control (straight-bore) geometry. The effect 

of the port geometry of ABS grains (statistically called treatment) over the 

chamber pressure and thrust parameter, is studied using a random complete 

block experimental design (RCBD), in order to control for the effect of motor 
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maintenance routine after running six tests. The treatments used in the study 

were: 1) helical-finocyl geometry of 0.125 TPI, 2) helical-finocyl geometry of 

0.25 TPI and 3) straight-bore geometry. Twelve ABS fuel grains manufactured 

with FDM methods were burned, two with each geometry in two blocks which 

were tested in random order. The data of the test design is shown in Table 9. 

The original aim of the experiment was to have three blocks with two 

observations per treatment in each block. However, there was a problem with the 

nitrous oxide supply line while running the second block, which generated 

statistical interactions between the second block and the treatments; therefore, the 

block had to be removed from the study and the model used to analyze the data 

was fitted only with the first and third block. 

For each treatment, the distribution of response variables, thrust and 

chamber pressure is evaluated using adjusted box plots, as shows Figure 16a) 

to c) for each variable (0.125 TPI, 0.25 TPI and straight-Bore). In general, both 

thrust and chamber pressure are skewed. Additionally, there are box plots with 

one whisker larger than the other, and the median, which is the horizontal line 

through the boxes, is moved to one side of the box showing skewness in the 

distributions. 
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a) Thrust-time of straight bore grain 

 
b) Pressure-time of straight bore grain 

 
c) Thrust-time 0.125 TPI grain 

 
d) Pressure-time 0.125 TPI grain 

 
e) Thrust-time 0.25 TPI grain 

 
f) Pressure-time 0.25 TPI grain 

 
g) Cross-section of fuel grains. 

Figure 15.  a) to f) Thrust and pressure-time graphs. g) Cross-section of burned ABS fuel grains. 
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Table 9. Characterization of experimental data. 

Obs. 
Number 

Thrust N Pressure PSI Treatment 
(Geometry) 

Block Grain 
reference 

1 20.910 10.018 Straight-Bore 1 ABS3 
2 34.770 9.498 0.25 TPI 1 ABS4 
3 20.666 9.916 Straight-Bore 1 ABS5 
4 35.716 9.794 0.25 TPI 1 ABS1 
5 18.733 8.329 0.125 TPI 1 ABS2 
6 18.218 8.096 0.125 TPI 1 ABS8 
7 18.928 8.410 0.125 TPI 3 ABS47 
8 21.614 10.377 Straight-Bore 3 ABS49 
9 37.108 10.169 0.25 TPI 3 ABS53 
10 21.679 10.424 Straight-Bore 3 ABS55 
11 19.020 8.489 0.125 TPI 3 ABS59 
12 35.655 9.776 0.25 TPI 3 ABS60 

 

Besides skewness, all distributions have outliers, indicated by points 

outside the limits of the whiskers. Because all distributions have outliers and 

some are skewed, the median is used to analyze the results of the experiment 

as a location estimator. 

The Multiple Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) model, is used to evaluate 

whether there is an effect of the combustion port geometry, in the vector of 

variables (thrust and chamber pressure). MANOVA has assumptions not to be 

infringed. First, it is essential to verify whether the model's residuals contain 

multivariate outliers, as they may show potential inconsistencies. However, as shown 

in Figure 17 bottom right, and based on adjusted quantile [60], outliers were not 

detected since all observations are showed in green. Red observations are 

identified as outliers. 
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a) Adjusted box plot for Helical-finocyl 0.125 TPI geometry. 

 
b) Adjusted box plot for Helical-finocyl 0.25 TPI geometry. 

 
c) Adjusted box plot for straight-bore geometry. 

Figure 16. Adjusted box plots for each geometrical treatment of combustion 

port. 
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On the other hand, it is important to check whether the response 

variable matrix incorporates multicollinearity; MANOVA assumes that the 

response variables are only moderately correlated. Since the response 

variable matrix condition index is 7.56, which is below 30, multicollinearity is 

not a major issue [61]–[63]. 

 

Figure 17. Multivariate outliers’ analysis for MANOVA requirements. 

The normality assumption of residuals was checked with the Shapiro-

Wilks test. Thrust and chamber pressure residuals were checked if normally 

distributed, obtaining the normal values and P-values as 0.674 and 0.772 

respectively, so there is not enough evidence to reject the normality null 

hypothesis. Additionally, to check if multivariate residuals are multivariate 

normally distribute, a Chi-Square with two degrees of freedom QQ plot is 

used. This can be achieved because the Mahalanobis square distance 

between each residual vector and the residual mean vector 0 is Chi-Square 

distributed with two degrees of freedom, when multivariate residues are 
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normally distributed. The QQ-plot indicates that there is no evidence of a 

serious deviation from normality since all points are between the dashed 

lines as shown in Figure 18. QQ Plot to evidence multivariate normal 

distribution. 

 

Figure 18. QQ Plot to evidence multivariate normal distribution. 

 

The homogeneity test of residuals between treatments and between 

blocks using the Box´s M test, indicates P-values of 0.2303 and 0.8601 

respectively,  showing that there is not enough evidence to reject the null 

hypothesis of homogeneity [71]. It is also significant to verify the linearity 

assumption between response variables per treatment; therefore, Figure 19 

demonstrates a scattered chart of the linear interaction between response 

variables indicating a linear tendency in distinct colors for each treatment. 

Residual analysis and multicollinear analysis of response variables do not 
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present any significant problems to generalize. However, in observations 2, 

9 and 12, influential points are identified. Although these points have 

an important impact, the analysis of the model was chosen to proceed. 

The findings of the validation assumptions of the MANOVA model are 

provided in Table 10. The findings of the MANOVA with distinct techniques 

indicate very low P-values, so there is enough evidence to reject the null 

hypothesis. This implies that based on the experimental data, the change of 

combustion ports geometry in ABS fuel grains (treatments), has an evident 

impact on the response variables vector (thrust and chamber pressure). 

Table 10. MANOVA results with different methods. 

Test DF Test Stat. Approx. F Num. Df Den. Df Pr (>F) 

Pillai 2 1.9766 337.555 4 16 3.1513e-15 *** 

Wilk 2 0.0000 1073.866 4 14 <2.22e-16 *** 
Hotelling- 
Lawley 2 2217.3201 3325.980 4 12 <2.22e-16 *** 

Roy 2 2174.7712 8699.085 2 8 4.4622e-14 *** 
Significant  Codes:  0 ’ *** ’ 0.001 ’ ** ’ 0.01 ’ * ’ 0.05 ’ .  ’  0.1 ’  ’ 

DF: Degrees of freedom; Num Df: numerator degrees of freedom  
Den Df: denominator degrees of freedom; Pr(>F): P-values. 

 

Based on the impact of vector response variables, induced by the 

geometry of the combustion port, an exploratory study is carried out using 

adjusted box plots to evaluate how the grain geometry affects the thrust and 

chamber pressure [70]. As shown in Figure 20 the box plots of the left 

panel show that the medians are significantly different as the notches do not 

overlap, showing strong evidence of differences of approximately 5% in the 

thrust medians. Helical-finocyl 0.25TPI geometry provides the highest 

median in thrust, preceded by straight-bore and helical-finocyl 0.125 TPI 

grains respectively. 
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Figure 19. Scattered plot of linear relationship between response variables and treatment. 

 

Another relevant observation in Figure 20 right panel, is that pressure 

of helical-finocyl 0.25TPI grain has a lower mid-half variability but a higher 

range compared with straight-bore geometry. On the other hand, helical-

finocyl 0.125TPI geometry also produces a lower range and middle half 

variation, also has a left-handed distribution. The helical-finocyl 0.25TPI 

grain and straight bore produce more symmetric pressure distributions than 

helical-finocyl 0.125TPI. Statistically observed, the pressure distributions 

have more spread than those for thrust distributions. 
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Figure 20. Box plots for thrust (N) and pressure (PSI) for different treatments (geometry of 

combustion ports). 

 

In general, the thrust produced by straight-bore geometry has a 

concentrated distribution but is lower than the distribution produced by 

helical-finocyl 0.25TPI, and barely surpasses helical-finocyl 0.125TPI. It is 

also interesting that straight-bore geometry produces higher but similar 

pressure to the helical-finocyl 0.25TPI geometry, but in contrast to the latter, 

the thrust produced is lower, perhaps due to interaction conditions between 

the extremely turbulent flow gas at the rear part of combustion chamber and 

the engine thrust chamber design [2], [38]. Another possible finding that can be 

concluded experimentally, is the possible low correlation between pressure, 

thrust and geometry (straight bore) that may exist with ABS fuel grains in hybrid 

rocket motors.  
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Finally, the thrust produced by the helical-finocyl 0.25 TPI geometry, has 

a higher range and higher middle half variability than other geometries. At 

least experimentally, it agrees with the hypothesis of suggesting highly 

turbulent effects inside fuel grain burning ports by manipulating geometries 

different from the traditional ones [36], [39], [72]. However, this grain also 

exhibits greater variability, suggesting high reactivity during the turbulent 

combustion process, and high convective and radiative heat transfer rates 

during burning [13], [41], [73], [74].  

Helical geometries designed have an incidence on the ∆ℎ]Üá,àâq and 

L,äãåçé  terms of equations 12 and 13, since the extremely turbulent flows, 

induced by the internal geometry of grain, augment the diffusion efficiency of 

flame, the convective heat transfer rate in the multiphase (liquid-gas) state 

of fuel in the combustion zone, and increase the local skin friction given by 

the helical geometry, and “layer by layer” fuel texture obtained during FDM 

manufacturing process [75]–[78]. This approach could be researched in the 

future, as it would allow only geometric modification and local surface 

texture of the grain combustion port, to control the combustion parameters 

and regression rate. Using this technique, it could be possible to take 

advantage of the DDM methods, since the geometry changes in the fuel 

grains and manipulation of combustion parameters could be achieved at 

significant low cost and in a technologically competitive horizon. 

5.4 Viability of ABS use as solid fuel in Colombia  

As a general perspective, a comparative review was made between 

ABS, paraffin wax and HTPB, as suitable fuels for use in propulsion 

research within the Colombian context. Five general aspects were chosen to 

evaluate the viability of use; however, the author considers that a larger 

study should be carried out in order to determine in more detail the most 

critical points in the chain of production and use of these fuels. 
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The evaluated characteristics were a) General economic review, b) 

manufacturing time and manufacturing quality, c) reusability and recyclability 

characteristics and d) physical properties [79].   

General economic review 

Within the local market, fuels such as paraffins offer a wide range and 

availability, especially for their use in cosmetic, industrial and food elements. 

At the local level, paraffin is produced by Ecopetrol, as a by-product of the 

oil distillation process that Colombia produces. Its production price oscillates 

around 1.12 USD per kilogram, while its commercialization price is between 

3 and 6 USD per kilogram [79]. Additionally, this product is widely imported 

from countries such as Germany and China, being possible to achieve in the 

local market in ranges between 5 and 10 USD per kilo. For this study, fuel 

grains were produced with imported microcrystalline paraffin Sasolwax 

0907®, with an average weight of 305 g per sample. It was manufactured 

under the non-compacted method proposed by Piscitelli [80], obtaining 

grains at laboratory scale, whose unit cost is around 13 USD.  

On the other hand, the HTPB is the most widely used polyurethane-

polyolefin fuel for use in hybrid rocket propulsion systems. However, this 

material is not legally manufactured or marketed in Colombia. In the United 

States, half a gallon of liquid HTPB resin is sold with the necessary amount 

of catalyst for its curing process for US$104.99. To be used in Colombia, at 

least in a laboratory-scale, it is necessary to include nationalization and 

transportation costs, which should include HAZMAT costs and 

administrative fees for nationalization of elements sensitive to national 

security. A vacuum pump, resistant to chemical substances and preferably 

an industrial type, must be used for the manufacture of HTPB. The price of 

these devices varies from 305.98 to 577.22 USD based on requirements on 

the fuel grain required. It is also necessary to include the cost of the mold 

and release agent which range between 2 and 8 USD respectively. The total 

price of a 300 g grain can cost a range of 300 to 600 USD, including costs of 

nationalization of raw material [79]. According to Research and Markets [81], 
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HTPB has a strong demand for rocket fuel. However, elevated prices, strict 

public restrictions on manufacturing and transporting, affects its growth in 

the global market. South America uses only 6% of the world's HTPB, 

although no specific data on its usage can be encountered in Colombia [79]. 

With respect to the ABS grains obtained by FDM methods, required 

for this investigation, was necessary to acquire ABS filament of 1.75 mm 

diameter in natural color roll, whose importation from the manufacturer 

ESun® was an absolutely normal commercial process, without requirements 

of restricted import license or administrative management different from 

those of a normal commercial transaction. The cost of the 1 kg filament roll 

ranges from 23 to 27 USD, requiring approximately 20 hours of continuous 

printing to obtain a fuel grain suitable for this experimental study. The 

manufacturing cost of a 300 g grain is about 3 to 4 cents per minute. 

Therefore, a grain of ABS for this research can be produced around 45 

USD.  

Manufacturing time and quality 

The manufacturing process of paraffin grains required a heating 

process up to 80 ºC, where the microcrystalline paraffin was melted, which 

was later poured into the forming molds and cooled to room temperature. 

This process generates volumetric contraction of the solid, which is supplied 

by adding more molten material until the desired geometry is achieved. This 

procedure is performed using a mold of PVC and mineral oil as a demolding 

agent. This handmade method of laboratory scale produces apparently 

compact grains; however, detailed studies have detected porosity inside the 

grains with sizes up to 50 µm. This affects the energy density and burning 

performance of this fuel [82], [83]. The manufacturing process of this type of 

combustible grain requires a manufacturing time of about 4 hours per grain if 

it is manufactured in series. 

With HTPB grains, the manufacturing process is slightly different. As 

previously indicated, the interaction of HTPB with a catalyst agent is 

necessary, which allows the obtaining of the grain in the desired geometry 
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obtaining the desired thermostable polymer. During this process is required 

the use of vacuum systems that allow the degassing of the compound 

during the curing process. This forming process can take between 10 and 

15 days for the complete curing of the fuel, otherwise the burning properties 

will be seriously affected [26]. This manufacturing method restricts or 

hinders the obtaining of complex burn port geometries. The production time 

of this fuel is considerably long compared to others of the same 

characteristics. The presence of porosities inside the grain depends on the 

quality of the polymer degassing processes, as well as the quality of the 

mold used. A disadvantage of this type of fuel grain lies in the geometric 

variability that can generate the process of artisanal conformation, which is 

still in use today [1], [20]. It is unfortunate that the author cannot present a 

first-hand experience with the manipulation or characterization of HTPB, 

since its manipulation and legal shipment to Colombia is not allowed, unless 

the current export and manipulation permits are requested. 

Finally, ABS fuel grains obtained by FDM methods were formed layer 

by layer with molten ABS deposition at 220 ºC, at layer heights of 0.2 mm, 

allowing the generation of burn ports with complex helical geometries, as 

described in the experimental setup section of this document. The total 

manufacturing time of a grain with these characteristics took about 19 hours 

to obtain a grain of approximately 300 g of ABS in solid infill condition. The 

"layer by layer" aspect of this type of manufacture is present, however, 

achieving IT-9 tolerance index according to the calibration parameters of the 

printing machine used. The designed burn ports were manufactured and 

burned as indicated in this document, evidencing the expected functionality 

for this type of experimentation. 

Reusability and recyclability characteristics 

The criterion of reusability and recyclability is today one of the most 

determining factors in the use and regulation of fuels in propulsion systems. 

The aspects of conservation and the search for fuel elements that reduce 

climate impact, are determining factors when defining the future of 
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propulsion system research. In these two aspects, the capacity of the fuel 

grain to be used for other purposes after combustion or even to be reused in 

combustion processes is evaluated.  

In terms of recycling and reusability paraffin is very suitable, since 

during the combustion process, the remaining material does not significantly 

change its composition or molecular structure. The leftover fuel slivers can 

be melted and form a new fuel grain, or it can be hydrogenated and reused 

to obtain brand new industrial products like coatings or domestic products. 

This fuel allows the re-ignition of hybrid engines once they have been turned 

off, which allows flexibility in terms of fulfilling multiple types of mission and 

specific application of this type of engines, for example thrust vector control 

for satellites [79]. 

In this aspect, HTPB is currently classified as a non-recyclable 

material, because it cannot be shaped or remodeled once it has 

polymerized. To do this, it is necessary to drastically affect its molecular 

structure or chemical composition[1][47]. The decomposition process of 

HTPB is only feasible under pyrolysis conditions, which requires large 

amounts of thermal energy, making it a process of significant complexity and 

cost. However, this fuel is also suitable for generating a re-ignition process 

inside hybrid engines, as long as the internal geometry of the combustion 

port allows it.  

On the other hand, ABS as a thermoplastic polymer is perfectly 

recyclable and reusable, once it has been used as fuel. The molecular 

structure of the remaining fuel, like paraffin, does not undergo significant 

changes during combustion and can be re-ignited or reused after grinding 

and reshaping. Its wide recyclability and possibility of reuse, even raises the 

possibility of using combustible grains of ABS material, obtained from 

recycled material [79]. 
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Physical properties  

Table 11 shows some of the most relevant characteristics of fuels suitable 

for use in hybrid rocket engines in Colombia. The data presented especially 

for HTPB are obtained from the general literature review of this fuel. 

Currently, this product is not distributed or commercialized in Colombia. 

 

Table 11. Relevant features of fuel grains suitable for Colombia. Taken from [73]. 

Parameter Paraffin HTPB ABS 

Density 890 kg/m3 [84] 930 kg/m3 [84] 1030 kg/m3[68] 

Auto ignition 

temperature 

245 °C [69] 331.5 °C [85] 466 °C [68] 

Flash point 190 °C [69] 205°C [86] 404 °C [68] 

Melting point 55 ºC [84] - 100 ºC [68] 

Thermal conductivity 0.20 W/m ºC 0.157 W/m ºC [85] 0.17 W/m ºC[87] 

Thermal diffusivity 3.2 x10-7 m2/s 

[88] 

2.2 x10-7 m2/s [86] 1.2 x10-7 m2/s [87] 

Fracture resistance 1.4 MPa [89] 0.922 MPa [86] 33.9 MPa [87] 

Specific heat 2520 J/kg K [88] 1150 J/kg K [86] 1468 J/kg K [87] 

 

Viability results 

For the determination of viability, the evaluation criteria were used, 

which are set out in Table 12. With these criteria, a qualitative scale is 

proposed from a totally non-viable fuel to the one with the best viability to be 

used with hybrid rockets in Colombia.  
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Table 12. Determination of fuel grain viability criteria for hybrid rocket engines. 

Viability 

level 
Evaluation Criteria 

1 This parameter is not viable at all. 

2 
This parameter is viable as an alternative fuel for hybrid rocket motors, but 

not in Colombian context. 

3 
It is viable as an alternative fuel for hybrid rocket motors in Colombia; but it 

has one or several technological or economic restrictions. 

4 
This parameter contributes to viable use of fuel for hybrid rocket motors in 

Colombia, but it does not offer the best result compared to the other two. 

5 This parameter is totally viable in the Colombian context. 

 

In addition, Table 13 presents a multiparametric comparison that 

brings together the characteristics of each of the chosen fuels. With these 

characteristics and the proposed evaluation criteria, weighting percentages 

are given according to their importance within their category of use as fuel, 

which will allow to obtain in numerical form the viability percentage of the 

fuels selected for the Colombian context. 
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Table 13. Assessment of different material use as hybrid fuel grains. 

Parameter Weighting 
Assessment Score 

Paraffin HTPB ABS Paraffin HTPB ABS 

Colombian market 

availability 
14% 5 1 5 0.7 0.14 0.7 

Supplies costs 10% 5 2 4 0.5 0.2 0.4 

Manufacturing cost 

(Colombian context) 
10% 5 1 4 0.5 0.1 0.4 

Manufacturing quality 15% 3 5 3 0.45 0.75 0.45 

Manufacturing time 5% 5 1 4 0.25 0.05 0.2 

Reusability 4% 5 3 5 0.2 0.12 0.2 

Recyclability 4% 5 1 5 0.2 0.04 0.2 

Density 1% 1 4 5 0.01 0.04 0.05 

Auto ignition 

temperature 
1% 5 4 1 0.05 0.04 0.01 

Flash point 1% 5 4 1 0.05 0.04 0.01 

Melting point 1% 4 5 1 0.04 0.05 0.01 

Thermal conductivity 1% 1 5 4 0.01 0.05 0.04 

Thermal diffusivity 1% 1 4 5 0.01 0.04 0.05 

Fracture resistance 1% 3 1 5 0.03 0.01 0.05 

Specific heat 1% 1 5 4 0.01 0.05 0.04 

Specific Impulse 30% 4 4 5 1.2 1.2 1.5 

Total 100% - - - 4.21/5.0 2.92/5.0 4.31/5.0 

Figure 21 shows the comparative evaluation of use of the different 

fuels proposed for the Colombian context. Note in this comparison the result 

between paraffin and ABS as potential fuels for use in hybrid engines in 

Colombia. Their wide availability in the market, their low manufacturing costs 

and their characteristics of use as fuels in rocket engines, make them 

especially appropriate materials for at least research development.  

As a result of the viability evaluation of the material, the results 

presented in Figure 22 are obtained, where a preliminary viability 
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percentage of 86.2% is observed for the use of ABS, compared to 84.2% for 

paraffin and finally 58.4% for HTPB. Therefore, this study preliminarily reject 

the use of HTPB fuel for research purposes in the Colombian territory, being 

highly affected by its restrictions on transportation, imports, costs and 

manufacturing times [79]. 

 

Figure 21. Graphical assessment of use of different fuel materials 

 

Figure 22. Graphical viability of use of different fuel materials. 

5.5 Regression rate in helical-finocyl fuel grains 

It is common for hybrid engines to exhibit regression rate values 

around 20-30% lower than solid motors, compared within the same impulse 
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and thrust level. Generally, this behavior produces instabilities in the 

combustion, erosive damages in the nozzles and malfunctioning in the 

internal ballistic of the engine. In order to face this problem, engines with 

high aspect ratios (length/diameter) have been designed to obtain better O/F 

rates and increase the regression rate of the rocket motor. However, these 

geometric characteristics present some disadvantages since they decrease 

the volumetric efficiency of the fuel, and present structural problems at the 

moment of applying loads derived from high performance combustion 

processes [13]. The increase of oxidant flow rate is also a variable that can 

be manipulated for the theoretical increase of regression rate, however, with 

this type of modifications has been experimentally evidenced the 

combustion instabilities presence.  

Other techniques that seek to increase fuel grain burn rates for hybrid 

engines include the addition of metal particles or oxidizing elements to the 

interior of the materials that compose the grain. However, this practice 

generates a risk of sudden pressure rise inside the combustion chamber, 

which can trigger a risk of explosion inside the engine [13].  

It is known that the regression rate of hybrid fuels has low or no 

dependence on the pressure inside the combustion chamber. In contrast, 

Marxman et al. [37] propose a theory in which they demonstrate that the 

regression rate of hybrid engines is primarily determined by the fluid 

mechanics of the boundary layer, specifically the heat transfer rate in the 

boundary layer [13], [39]. This theory is an enthalpy-based regression rate, 

that states an energy balance between heat transfer provided from the flame 

sheet, and energy required to ablate the fuel grain surface. The equation 15 

states this energy balance considering the ∆ℎ,ràòq  as convective heat 

transfer generated from the flame sheet, and ℎz  as specific enthalpy of 

vaporization of fuel grain. This equation also takes into account the oxidizer 

mass flow into the combustion chamber +q£q, as a relevant parameter 

to control the energy released from the fuel grain. Finally, this 

model consider negligible the effect of radiative heat transfer [13], [39]. 
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+,Üqr!̇ℎz = EX+q£q∆ℎ,ràòq (15) 

Where 

!̇Ñqrjo:	a@K!@<<B7D	!9A@	F@!F@D?B8>:9!	A7	=>@:	K!9BD	<>!=98@.	

∆ℎ,ràòq:	L7DN@8ABN@	ℎ@9A	A!9D<=@!	=!7;	Aℎ@	87;M><AB7D	=:9;@.	

ℎz:	EF@8B=B8	@DAℎ9:FH	7=	N9F7!BC9AB7D	7=	=>@:	;9A@!B9:.	

+,Üqr: ?@D<BAH	7=	=>@:	K!9BD	

EX: EA9DA7D	D>;M@!	

+q£q: Z/B?BC@!	;9<<	=:>/	

 

With this model, the nondimensional Stanton number can be 

expressed as a function of local skin friction coefficient using the Reynolds-

Colburn analogy [90], [91].  

EX =
L,o
2

É!g1/3 (16) 

Using equation 16 it is possible to rewrite the hybrid fuel grain 

regression rate equation as a function of the local surface skin friction 

coefficient as shown in equation 17 [13], [39].  

!̇ = p
(^o

2Éá
1/3+,Üqr

s ∙ p
∆ℎ,ràòq

ℎz
s ∙ L,é (17) 

 

Where 

	

(^o:	Z/B?BC@!	;9<<	=:7J.	

É!:	É!9D?A:	D>;M@!.	

L,é:	6789:	<öBD	=!B8AB7D	87@==B8B@DA	

∆ℎ,ràòq:	L7DN@8ABN@	ℎ@9A	A!9D<=@!	=!7;	Aℎ@	87;M><AB7D	=:9;@.	

ℎz:	EF@8B=B8	@DAℎ9:FH	7=	N9F7!BC9AB7D	7=	=>@:	;9A@!B9:.	

+,Üqr: ?@D<BAH	7=	=>@:	K!9BD. 
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On the other hand, analyzing in detail the equation 18, it is possible to 

observe that the coefficient of skin friction is a factor that can increase 

notably the rate of regression of a combustible grain, specifically, changes of 

texturization, gaps or even cracks in the superficial geometry of the grain 

can increase the regression rate. However, this assumption does not take 

into account the radial mass flow from the ablation of the grain surface, 

which increases the thickness of the boundary layer and moves the flame 

sheet away from the wall. This phenomenon, represented in equation 18, is 

known as Lees wall blowing [92] [13]. 

2 =
+v ∙ £v

+q ∙ £q ∙ (0.5)L,é
 (18) 

 

Where 

	

+v£v:	~9<<	=:>/	=!7;	!9?B9:	J9::	7>A	M:7JBDK.	

£q: (9<	N@:78BAH	9A	@?K@	M7>D?9!H	:9H@!.	

+q:	(9<	?@D<BAH	9A	@?K@	M7>D?9!H	:9H@!.	

L,é:	6789:	<öBD	=!B8AB7D	87@==B8B@DA. 

Subsequently, Boardman [14] demonstrated for hybrid combustion 

that the wall blowing coefficient can approximate the relationship between 

the convective heat transfer from the flame zone to the grain surface and the 

gasification enthalpy of the grain surface, as observed in equation 19 [13].   

2 ≈
∆ℎ,ràòq

ℎz
 (19) 

Where 

∆ℎ,ràòq: EF@8B=B8	@DAℎ9:FH	7=	87DN@8AB7D	=!7;	=:9;@	C7D@	A7	=>@:	<>!=98@.	
ℎz:	EF@8B=B8	@DAℎ9:FH	7=	N9F7!BC9AB7D	7=	=>@:	;9A@!B9:. 

Under these assumptions equation 17 is modified and equation 20 is 

obtained as shown below [14] . 
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!̇ = p
(^o

2 · É!1 3⁄ +,Üqr
s · p

∆ℎ]Üá,àâq
ℎz

s · uL,éw · _
1.27
2).êêb (20) 

Where 

(^o:	Z/B?BC@!	;9<<	=:7J.	

+,Üqr: ?@D<BAH	7=	=>@:	K!9BD.	

∆ℎ,ràòq: EF@8B=B8	@DAℎ9:FH	7=	87DN@8AB7D	=!7;	=:9;@	C7D@	A7	=>@:	<>!=98@.	

ℎz:	EF@8B=B8	@DAℎ9:FH	7=	N9F7!BC9AB7D	7=	=>@:	;9A@!B9:	

L,é:	6789:	<öBD	=!B8AB7D	87@==B8B@DA.	

2:		a9?B9:	M:7JBDK	87@==B8B@DA. 

Therefore, any effort to increase the regression rate in a hybrid 

combustion, by increasing the roughness of the material, will be rapidly 

diminished by the immediate increase in the effect of the aforementioned 

wall blowing. This effect can be reduced by implementing helical combustion 

ports, since the induction of tangential, axial and radial components in the 

flow of gases to the interior of the combustion port allows the addition of 

rough surfaces in the combustible grains, without significantly moving the 

flame sheet away from the grain surface [13]. 

Theoretical features of helical combustion ports 

In general, a helicoid can be defined using three relevant geometrical 

parameters: 1) The diameter of the helix loop d, 2) the nominal port 

combustion diameter D, and 3) the pitch length of the helix P. The pitch 

length of the helix is defined as the ratio between the length of the helix 6 

and the total angle of rotation along the length of the helix O [13]. 

É =
6
O

 (21) 

The helix has a radius of curvature defined as [13]: 

aâ =
?
2
∙ p1 + _

É
`?

b
1

s (22) 

Where  
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É:	ÉBA8ℎ	:@DKAℎ	7=	ℎ@:B/.	

?: ñB9;@A@!	7=	ℎ@:B/	:77F. 

The total linear length performed by the center line of the helix E is 

[13]: 

E = 2` ∙ O ∙ ß_
?
2
b
1

+ _
É
2`

b
1

 (23) 

Where  

É:	ÉBA8ℎ	:@DKAℎ	7=	ℎ@:B/.	

?: ñB9;@A@!	7=	ℎ@:B/	:77F.	

O:	d7A9:	9DK:@	7=	!7A9AB7D	9:7DK	Aℎ@	:@DKAℎ	7=	Aℎ@	ℎ@:B/. 

The initial helical pitch ratio, with ñ)  as initial combustion port 

diameter is to be defined as [13]: 

®Ñqrjo =
2aâ

ñ)
 (24) 

Where  

aâ: ℎ@:B/	!9?B><	7=	8>!N9A>!@.	

ñ): \DBAB9:	87;M><AB7D	F7!A	?B9;@A@!. 

For the purpose of this research, the geometric development of the 

helical structure equivalent to equation 25 and 26 for helical-finocyl 0.125 

and helical-finocyl 0.25 TPI respectively was considered. 

Γ(™, ´)).S1ó =
1
2
[cos ™ ∙ (17.50 ∙ cos´) + 4.5308 sin ™ sin´] ∙ µ

+	
1
2
[sin ™∙ (17.50 ∙ cos´) − 4.5308 cos ™ sin´] ∙ ∂

+ [5.1489 ∙ ™ + 17.0457 sin´] ∙ ∏ 

 

(25) 
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Γ(™, ´)).1ó =
1
2
[cos ™ ∙ (17.50 ∙ cos´) + 2.3460 sin ™ sin´] ∙ µ

+	
1
2
[sin ™∙ (17.50 ∙ cos´) − 2.3460 cos ™ sin´] ∙ ∂

+ [2.5740 ∙ ™ + 16.4518 sin´] ∙ ∏ 

 

(26) 

Equations 25 and 26 represent the parametric geometry of the 

combustion port in the burning time AπÜác = 0	< of the equivalent helix used 

in this campaign. It is evident that the helical geometry decreases as the 

burning time progresses, until a straight bore burning port is obtained. 

The main geometrical features of helical structures designed are 

shown in the Table 14. 

Table 14. Geometrical features of helical structures 

Helical 

Geometry 

Helix 

length 

(6), 

mm 

Helix loop 

diameter 

(∫), mm 

Linear 

length of 

helix (ª), 

mm 

Radius of 

curvature 

(ºΩ), mm 

Initial 

helical 

pitch 

(æø) 

Pitch 

length 

(¿), mm 

Initial 

mass 

mean 

(¡) 

Straight 

bore 
248 - - - - - 335.33 

Helical-

finocyl  

0.125 TPI 

248 32.5 821.009 17.881 2.384 32.325 329.44 

Helical-

finocyl  

0.25 TPI 

248 32.5 1585.159 16.657 2.220 16.173 325.66 
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Regression rate results 

In order to obtain the regression rates of the designed fuel grains, the 

Schoenherr-Schlicting [35] theory combined with the Mishra and Gupta [41] 

theory was used, which uses the radius of curvature of the helical structure, 

that introduces the effect of the centrifugal component in the flow inside the 

burning port. Therefore, equation 12 and 13 discussed earlier in this 

document are obtained, and the combination gives equation 27, which 

includes the so-called amplification factor L,äãåçé = L,ëíìîçïäí + 0.0075 ·

¬-
√

1·ƒ≈
0 named by Whitmore et al [13]. 

!̇Ñqrjo = p
(^o

2 · É!1 3⁄ +,Üqr
s · p

∆ℎ]Üá,àâq
ℎz

s

· ∆L,ëíìîçïäí + 0.0075 · ß_
ñ

2 · aâ
b« · _

1.27
2).êêb 

(27) 

Where  

L,ëíìîçïäí: 6789:	<öBD	=!B8AB7D	87@==B8B@DA	=7!	<A!9BKℎA	M7!@	F7!A. 

Using the free software Chemical Equilibrium with Applications (CEA-NASA) 

[93], the thermal and mass transport properties of ABS fuel were obtained. 

Additionally, it was necessary to calculate the mean total longitudinal mass 

flow into the port using equation 28 and 29 [13]. 

(̅X^Xàr =
;̇^oj…j qá + 5/9 ∙ ;̇,Üqr

` ∙ !)
1 + ∫ ;̇,Üqr?A/+,Üqr ∙ ` ∙ 6

X

)

 (28) 

;̇,Üqr = I∗ ∙
É̂

Ãd̂
∙ ß

Õ
aŒà]

∙ _
2

Õ − 1
b
œkS œgS⁄

 
(29) 

Where 

!): \DBAB9:	87;M><AB7D	F7!A	!9?B><.	

A: d7A9:	M>!DBDK	AB;@	

;̇^oj…j qá: Z/B?B<@!	;9<<	=:7J.	

;̇,Üqr: [>@:	;9<<	=:7J.	
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	+,Üqr: S7:B?	=>@:	K!9BD	?@D<BAH.	

6: E7:B?	=>@:	K!9BD	:@DKℎA	

I∗: L!BAB89:	Aℎ!79A	9!@9	

É̂ : EA9KD9AB7D	8ℎ9;M@!	F!@<<>!@	

d̂ : EA9KD9AB7D	8ℎ9;M@!	A@;F@!9A>!@	

Õ: I?B9M9AB8	K9<	87D<A9DA	

aŒà]: (9<	;B/A>!@	87D<A9DA	 

Figure 23 shows the behavior of the burn rate as a function of the 

total mass flux of gases expelled through the combustion port. The solid 

lines show the extrapolation of the Mishra-Gupta model for helical 

geometries and Marxman for straight bore geometry. It is evident the effect 

that the amplification factor has on the burn rate applied to grains with a 

burn port with helical structures compared to straight bore grains. The 5% 

improvement in burn rate, even at low mass flux rate, is exceeded with 

excessive margin. 

The current results show the influence of the centrifugal components 

of the gas flow on the burning pattern of polymeric grains in ABS. 

Substantial improvements are observed in the burning rates of grains with 

helical-finocyl geometries compared to straight bore geometries. This 

behavior also allows to deduce the high degree of sensitivity of the 

regression rate as a function of the rotational flow velocity. However, it is to 

be expected that the effect generated by the helical geometry on the 

regression rate decreases with the burning time, due to the widening of the 

burning port. Likewise, it is observed that the higher the regression rate at 

the beginning of the combustion, the lower the time of affectation of the 

amplification factor, this due to the rapid ablative consumption of material at 

the beginning of the combustion. 
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Figure 23. Regression rate comparison between straight bore and helical finocyl geometries. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
During this research it was possible to explore the use of acrylonitrile 

butadiene styrene (ABS) as a solid fuel for hybrid rocket engines. It took 

advantage of its multiple features as low-cost material, open wide market for 

its commercialization, recyclability and reusability capability, handling 

security and especially a characteristic that is now a technological trend in 

the manufacturing area: its capacity to be manufactured by digital additive 

technologies. DDM technologies are currently revolutionizing the 

manufacturing and production processes of industrial components, offering 

a virtually infinite possibility of manufacturing any type of product. Its 

massification is expected to continue lowering production costs in industries 

and continue to expand the spectrum of possibilities, for research and 

development in aspects such as space propulsion. Especially this 

manufacturing technology and this thermoplastic material is promising for 

application in Colombia. The preliminary viability study performed in this 

research, showed a percentage of more than 80% of favorability as a 

suitable and accessible material to do research in hybrid propulsion systems 

in Colombia. It was also for paraffin wax, which was also promising, at least 

preliminarily, as a research fuel. A Prusa open source type additive 

manufacturing machine was built for the manufacture of the fuel grains. This 

option was chosen because it allows the open manipulation of a wide range 

of manufacturing parameters that may not be possible on a commercially 

available machine. 

A hybrid rocket engine was obtained with sufficient robustness to be 

reusable, properly instrumented for reading the behavior of the combustion 

process of different types of fuel. In this research it was used with 

microcrystalline paraffin and ABS, showing a very stable behavior and 

suitable for the study of combustion phenomena at laboratory scale. 

However, the nozzle is an element that can be improved to increase the 

engine's thrust. For safety and logistical reasons in the test laboratory, it was 

necessary to develop an under-expansion nozzle with a low expansion ratio. 
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By improving this engine parameter, a thrust approximately three times 

higher than that presented in this work is expected. This motor was injected 

with 99.9% nitrous oxide as an oxidant and two types of fuel were tested: 1) 

Sasolwax 0907 microcrystalline paraffin wax and 2) ABS obtained by FDM 

technology. Sasolwax 0907 paraffin wax was used as a fuel for calibration 

and adjustment of the test bench due to its ease of manufacture, which is 

one of its main advantages as a fuel. ABS was later used as fuel grain, 

manufactured with innovative helical structures called helical-finocyl 0.125 

TPI, helical-finocyl 0.25 TPI and the traditional straight bore geometry in the 

burning port. These geometries were tested under a statistical experiment 

based on the MANOVA model, seeking to determine the effect of helical 

geometries on the performance of typical combustion variables (combustion 

chamber pressure and thrust). Additionally, this multivariable variance 

analysis model allowed to determine the variability of these parameters 

according to the change of geometry of the burning port. However, due to a 

violation of the linearity assumptions in the application of the MANOVA 

model, specifically the heteroscedasticity assumption, it was not possible to 

continue with the post-hoc tests planned for this model. Therefore, it was 

necessary to use another statistical method of variability characterization 

called Box plot, this graphic method allowed to determine in a comparative 

way the pressure and thrust behavior of ABS grains. The results obtained in 

the box plots make it possible to determine an evident variability in engine 

performance with the different geometries tested. These tests evidenced 

higher thrust values for grains with helical-finocyl 0.25TPI geometry 

compared to fuel grains with straight-bore and helical-finocyl 0.125TPI 

treatments. However, a greater variability of pressure and thrust in the 

helical-finocyl 0.25TPI treatment was also observed, suggesting an extremely 

turbulent and high reactivity flow during the combustion process, due to 

centrifugal flow components that could be involved during the burning of this 

grain, increasing its convective heat transfer rate, and also increasing the 

mass transfer rate producing a more reactive combustion. According to the 

thrust behavior observed in Figure 20, the thrust given by the grain with 
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0.125 TPI helical-finocyl geometry was expected to be greater than the 

thrust obtained by the grain with straight-bore geometry. However, 

according to Sutton, the performance and behavior evidenced in rocket-

hybrid engines are not easily extrapolated, nor do they obey linear behavior 

models during burning phenomena. This behavior of the thrust between the 

helical-finocyl 0.125 TPI and straight-bore geometries may be evidencing a 

result that indicates that, in spite of having a helical configuration, the 

helical-finocyl 0.125 TPI geometry has thermodynamic and fluid dynamics 

characteristics that offer lower performance than the straight-bore geometry, 

in terms of thrust.  

Very different case happens with the pressure in this same figure. 

The median pressure in the straight-bore geometry is notably higher than 

that of the 0.125 TPI helical-finocyl geometry, and even higher than that of 

the helical-finocyl 0.125 TPI geometry; however, it is not possible to make a 

comparison of variability between the latter and the straight-bore geometry, 

since their confidence intervals are overlapping. This allows to conclude, for 

now, that more tests are needed to clarify this behavior, and even to better 

verify the linearity assumptions of the MANOVA model, and to be able to 

apply the respective post-hoc tests. Although the helical-finocyl 0.25 TPI 

treatment is the geometry that generates the greatest variability, its thrust 

and pressure are notably greater than the other treatments, which makes it 

an interesting geometry for further study in future research. 

The obtained performance in this experimental campaign, suggests 

an effective augmentation in ABS fuel regression rate, with only geometric 

parameters variation, suggesting the rotational flow velocity inside the 

helical structure, as a fundamental parameter in the increment of regression 

rates in solid fuels for hybrid engines. Specifically, it was possible to 

increase the regression rate of ABS fuel grains by much more than 5% by 

implementing helical geometric structures in comparison to typical straight 

bore geometry. Additionally, it is pertinent to mention as a conclusion, a 

particular characteristic obtained from the manufacturing process of ABS 
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fuel grains using the FDM method, which is the surface texture inherently 

obtained to the deposition process of thermoplastic material melted in "layer 

by layer" form. This particular characteristic becomes an advantage for the 

increase of the rate of regression of hybrid fuel grains, since according to 

Marxman's model, the inclusion of textures and gaps in the surface of the 

combustion port, increases the local skin friction coefficient. Additionally, the 

induction of centrifugal components to the mass flow, produces a 

combination of features that reduces the boundary layer thickness and 

brings the flame sheet closer to the grain surface, producing an effective 

“amplification factor” of regression rate.  

On the other hand, due to an involuntary flaw during the development 

of the experiments, it was possible to observe a greater sensitivity of ABS to 

the oxidant mass flow change, compared to paraffin wax. Incidentally, 

modifications in oxidant fluxes were experienced during some tests of each 

of these fuels, being possible to determine, at least qualitatively, the 

sensitivity of these two fuels to the change of the O/F ratio. It was also 

corroborated the existing decoupling between the parameters of 

combustion: chamber pressure, thrust and geometry of the combustion port, 

in hybrid rocket engines, which are very distant from a Saint Robert model. 

Although the appearance of the pressure and thrust graphs follows a similar 

behavior, their magnitudes are generally not directly related. 

Future investigation 

As possible future research is possible to study a proper monomer 

mol fraction of ABS, to optimize its performance as hybrid fuel. However, it 

could be possible that this optimization requires a specific coupling 

methodology with the rocket-motor designed, and the proper formulation to 

obtain a consistent material able to be extruded with FDM process. In the 

same way, the inclusion of nanoparticulate materials in an ABS matrix, 

summed with helical geometries, could be an interesting association to 

obtain a novel powerful solid fuel grain, with attractive features for the space 

propulsion.  
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APPENDIX 1 
 

Please refer to the Helical-Finocyl ABS Fuel Grains full size plan. 
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Appendix 2 
 

Published papers and academic activities developed during this 

research.  

1. Viability study of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene polymer as fuel 

for hybrid rocket engines in Colombia. (currently in press) 

2. Combustion performance comparison of propellant grain for 

hybrid rocket motors manufactured by casting and fused 

deposition modeling. 

3. Experiences of experimental rocket research with engineering 

students in Colombia. 

4. Variability analysis of ABS solid fuel manufactured by fused 

deposition modeling for hybrid rocket motors. (currently in 

press) 

5. Influence of geometric and manufacturing parameters on 

polymer combustion in hybrid rocket engines - Influencia de 

parámetros geométricos y de manufactura en la combustión 

de polímeros en motores cohete híbridos. (Poster)  

6. Introduction to aerospace propulsion systems (Classroom 

course) 

 
Published papers during this research used as technical reference  
 
1. Design, manufacture, assembly and testing of a liquid (lox and gasoline) 

propeller for a vehicle with stratospheric apogee in Colombia: the SUA II 
engine. 

2. Design of a candy propellant rocket motor by a computer aided system and its 
performance in static testing.  

3. Academic formation processes in aerospace science and technology.  
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Appendix 3 

General combustion, ballistic performance and manufacture. 

1. Stoichiometric ABS combustion with Nitrous oxide  
 

The combustion analysis is preliminary performed assuming [79]: 

a. Complete combustion (All hydrogen in fuel becomes water and all carbon in 

fuel becomes carbon dioxide)  

b. ABS used is stock and modelled with general molecular formula (50:43:7 

Butadiene: Acrylonitrile: Styrene)  

c. Estimated polymerization ABS grade: 300. 

300(0.5	L—y“ + 0.43	L3y3O + 0.07	L*y*) + 3037.5	O1Z

→ 727.5	y1Z + 1155	LZ1 + 3102	O1 

Stoichiometric oxidant to fuel ratio 

Molecular mass of nitrous oxide 

~‘jXá^Ü]	^oj…q = 44.013
K

;7:
 

Molecular masses of ABS components 

~’ÜXà…jqcq = 54.09
K

;7:
	

~àâá÷r^cjXájrq = 53.06
K

;7:
	

~]X÷áqcq = 104.14
K

;7:
 

ABS Molecular mass from additive method [94]: 

~◊’ÿ = Ÿ~c ∙ (D%)

c

)

	

~◊’ÿ = ¤(~’ÜXà…jqcq ∗ 0.5) + (~àâá÷r^cjXájrq ∗ 0.43) + (~ÿX÷áqcq ∗ 0.07)‹	
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Z
[› ÿX^jâÑ.

=
44.01 ∗ 3037.5

300[(53.06 ∗ 0.43) + (54.09 ∗ 0.5) + (104.14 ∗ 0.07)]

= 7.80	
K	O1Z
K	I¢E

 

2. Formation enthalpy of ABS  

 

The formation enthalpy of ABS is computed and shown in Table 15 

using the addition groups method from Van Krevelen & Chermin [58], [79]. 

Table 15. Formation enthalpy contribution obtained from ABS components. 

Components of ABS Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene Total 

Percentage presence in ABS molecule 43% 50% 7% 100% 

Formation enthalpy (kJ/g-mol) 98.312 [95] 
32.000 

[96] 

63.310 

[96] 
193.622 

Enthalpy contribution to molecule of 

ABS (kJ/g-mol) 
42.273 16.000 4.431 62.705 

Combustion process with software Chemical Equilibrium with Applications-CEA 

NASA 

The Table 16 and Table 17 shows the data entered and obtained from the 

software CEA to calculate the energy and mass transfer properties obtained from 

the combustion process with ABS and nitrous oxide [79].  

Table 16. Data entered to software CEA to calculate heat and mass properties 

Data entered Value 

Oxidizer Nitrous oxide  

Solid fuel Acrylonitrile- 

Butadiene- Styrene Initial temperature of oxidizer 298.15 K 

Initial temperature of fuel 298.15 K 

Chamber pressure 2 MPa 

Acrylonitrile Enthalpy of formation 98.31 kJ/g-mol 

Butadiene Enthalpy of formation 32.00 kJ/g-mol 
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Styrene Enthalpy of formation 63.31 kJ/g-mol 

Acrylonitrile molecular formula L3y3O 

Butadiene molecular formula L—y“ 

Styrene molecular formula L*y* 

Molar percentage of Acrylonitrile 43% 

Molar percentage of Butadiene 50% 

Molar percentage of Styrene 7% 

Estimated combustion temperature 3200 K 

Table 17. Data of heat and mass transfer of combustion process obtained from CEA software  

Parameter 
Combustion  

Chamber 
Throat Exit 

Pinf/P 1 1.7343 2 

Pressure (atm) 19.733 11.378 9.866 

Temperature (K) 3328.14 3148.45 3104.09 

Density (g/cm3) 0.002 0.123 0.109 

Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 1773.486 1240.887 1108.792 

Internal Energy (kJ/kg) 772.632 306.092 190.143 

Entropy (kJ/g.K) 9.633 9.633 9.633 

Cp (kJ/g.K) 4.332 4.289 4.268 

K 1.1438 1.1396 1.1386 

Mach number 0 1 1.127 

3. Internal ballistic of hybrid rocket motor 

Mass flows  

Total mass with Z [⁄ = 7.8 and 47.5	O as desired rocket motor thrust [40]. 

;̇X = ;̇^o + ;̇,	
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Z [⁄ = ! =
;̇^o

;̇,
= 7.8 

;̇X =
[

\]fiK
=

47.5	
210 ∙ 9.81

= 0.023	
öK
<
;	\]fi: 210	<	=7!	I¢E 

Mass flow of oxidizer [40] 

	

;̇^o =
;̇X ∙ !
! + 1

=
0.023 ∙ 7.8

8.8
= 0.020	

öK
<

 

Mass flow of fuel [40]	

;̇, =
;̇^o

!
=
0.020
7.8

= 0.02614	
öK
<

 

Mass of oxidizer and fuel with A = 8	<	[40]	

;^o = ;̇^o ∙ A = 0.020 ∙ 8 = 0.16	öK	

;, = ;̇, ∙ A = 0.02614 ∙ 8 = 0.209	öK 

Total volume of oxidizer and fuel [40]	

T̂ o =
;^o

+‘fl‡
=

0.16
1400

= 1.14e − 4	;3	

T, =
;,

+◊’ÿ
=
0.209
1030

= 2.03e − 4	;3 

Nozzle calculation [40] 

Throat temperature [40] 

dX =
2dâ
ö + 1

=
2 ∙ 3200
1.138 + 1

= 2993.4	· 

Throat pressure [40]	

ÉX = Éâ _
2

ö + 1
b

‚
‚gS

= 2e6_
2

1.138 + 1
b

S.S3*
S.S3*gS

= 1.153	~É9 

Specific volume in the combustion chamber [40]	

Tâ =
adâ
Éâ

= 	
390.7 ∙ 3200

2e6
= 0.628	

;3

öK
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Specific volume in the throat [40]	

TX = Tâ _
ö + 1
2

b

S
‚gS

= 0.628 _
1.138 + 1

2
b

S
S.S3*gS

= 1.018	
;3

öK
 

Critical speed through throat nozzle [40]	

„X = ß
2ö

ö + 1
adâ = ß

2 ∙ 1.138
1.138 + 1

∙ 390.7 ∙ 3200 = 1153.6	
;
<

 

Throat nozzle area [40] 

;̇X = 0.13	
‚Œ

]
 is used in this calculation taking into account the use of multiple fuel 

types in this rocket motor. 	

;̇X =
IX ∙ „X
TX

→ IX =
;̇X ∙ TX
„X

=
0.13 ∙ 1.018
1153.6

= 114.719	;;1 

Throat nozzle diameter [40]	

ñX = ß
4IX

`
= ß

4 ∙ 114.719
`

= 12.08	;;	

Exit nozzle velocity [40] 

„q = ß 2ö
ö − 1

a ∙ dâ _1 −
É1
Éâ
b

‚gS
‚

= ß2(1.138)

1.138 − 1
390.7 ∙ 3200 ∙ _1 −

102663
2e6

b

S.S3*gS
S.S3*

= 4526.43	
;
<

 

Exit and throat velocity ratio [40]	
„q
„X

=
4526.43
11536

= 3.92 

Specific volume at exit nozzle [40]	

Tq = Tâ _
Éâ
É1
b

S
‚
= 0.628 _

2e6
102663

b

S
S.S3*

= 8.53	
;3

öK
 

Exit nozzle area [40]	

;̇X =
Iq„q
Tq

→ Iq =
;̇X ∙ Tq
„q

=
0.13 ∙ 8.53
4526.43

= 245.3	;;1 
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Exit nozzle diameter [40]	

ñq = ß
4 ∙ Iq

`
= ß

4 ∙ 245.3
`

= 17.8	;;	 ≈ 18	;;	 

Combustion chamber [40] 

According to Sutton [14] combustion chamber diameter is modeled as 

ñâ = 4 ∙ ñX = 4 ∙ 12.08 = 48.32	;; ≈ 2" 

Using AISI 1020 Steel for combustion chamber manufacturing 

ÂB@:?	EA!@DKA:	Ê÷	◊ÁÿÁ	S)1) = 350	~É9	

E@8>!BAH	=98A7!: 10 

Combustion chamber thickness [40]	

Av =
Éâ ∙ ñâ ∙ E@8. =98A7!

2 ∙ Ê÷	◊ÁÿÁ	S)1)
=
2e6 ∙ 48.32 ∙ 10

2 ∙ 350e6
= 1.38	;; ≈ 1.4	;;	

 

4. Parametric definition of helical geometries of combustion ports. 
 

Preliminar parametric definition of Helical-finocyl 0.125 TPI as 

combustion port for hybrid rocket motor. 

Pitch Length [13]:  

É).S1ó =
6
O
= 	

248	;;
2.440	`

= 32.352	;; 

Helix Loop Diameter [13]: 

? = 32.5	;; 

Length Helix Centerline [13]: 

E).S1ó = 2` ∙ Oß_
?
2
b
1

+ _
É
2`

b
1

= 2` ∙ (2.440`)ß_
32.5
2

b
1

+ _
32.352
2`

b
1

= 821.009	;; 

Radius of Curvature [13]: 

a8).S1ó =
?
2
p1 + _

É
`. ?

b
1

s =
32.5
2

p1 + _
32.352
32.5 ∙ `

b
1

s = 17.881	;; 
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Initial Helical Pitch Ratio [13]: 

®Ñ).S1ó =
2 ∙ a8
ñ)

=
2 ∙ (17.881	)

15
= 2.384 

Parametric Equation Helical-finocyl 0.125 TPI (prior to combustion)  

Γ(™, ´)).S1ó =
1
2
[cos ™ ∙ [17.5 cos´] + 4.5308 sin ™ sin´]B

+
1
2
[sin ™(17.5 ∙ cos´) − 4.5308 ∙ cos ™ sin´]°

+ [5.1489 ∙ ™ + 17.0.457 sin´]ö 

Preliminar parametric definition of Helical-finocyl 0.25 TPI as combustion port for 

hybrid rocket motor. 

Pitch Length [13]: 

É).1ó =
6
O
= 	

248	;;
4.881	`

= 16.173	;; 

Helix Loop Diameter [13]:  

? = 32.5	;; 

Length Helix Centerline [13]: 

E).1ó = 2` ∙ Oß_
?
2
b
1

+ _
É
2`

b
1

= 2` ∙ (4.881`)ß_
32.5
2

b
1

+ _
16.173
2`

b
1

= 1585.159	;; 

Radius of Curvature [13]: 

a8).1ó =
?
2
p1 + _

É
`. ?

b
1

s =
32.5
2

p1 + _
16.173
32.5 ∙ `

b
1

s = 16.657	;; 

Initial Helical Pitch Ratio [13]: 

®Ñ).1ó =
2 ∙ a8
ñ)

=
2 ∙ (16.657	)

15
= 2.220 

Parametric Equation Helical-finocyl 0.25 TPI (prior to combustion)  
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Γ(™, ´)).1ó =
1
2
[cos ™ ∙ [17.5 cos´] + 2.346 sin ™ sin´]B

+
1
2
[sin ™(17.5 ∙ cos´) − 2.346 ∙ cos ™ sin´]°

+ [2.574 ∙ ™ + 16.4518 sin´]ö 

5. Hybrid rocket motor and testbench features  

The hybrid rocket motor and testbench built for this research were proven 

with the elements listed in Table 18, obtaining the results shown in Figure 24. 

Table 18. Components and description of elements used to build the hybrid rocket motor. 

Component Main feature 

Combustion chamber Material AISI 1020, built and designed according to performance 
calculation for multiple fuels (ABS, Paraffin, PP, HDPE) 

Nozzle Material AISI 1020, built and designed according to performance 
calculation. Easy access and measurability. 

Bulkhead Material AISI 1020, built and designed according to performance 
calculation. Easy access and thought manufacture. 

Injector 
1/4HHSJ-SS9007 Spiral Jet nozzle from Spraying Systems. Orifice 
Dia. Nominal: 0.094 in, Max. Free passage: 0.094 in, 4.4 gal/min @ 
400 psi. Inlet connection: ¼ in. 

Fluids conducting 3/8 in. OD tubing Sandvik Stainless Steel 316. Fittings and 
connectors Swagelok Stainless Steel 316 OD-OD 3/8 in.  

On/Off valve 
D-cryo series solenoid valve by Gems sensors and control, 12 VDC 
for cryogenic fluids. Female Inlet-outlet ¼ in. connections. Stainless 
Steel 306 clean for oxygen-based fluids.  

Pressure Regulator Victor SR 250D® at 3447 kPa. Brass body. Male Inlet-outlet ¼ in. 
connections. 

Filling and purge valves Druva valves GCE Druva MVR 500G Male Inlet-outlet OD ¼ in. 
connections. Stainless Steel 316. 

Security devices Burst disc brass body at 700 PSI, Male Inlet 3/8 in. Relief valve 
Swagelok Stainless Steel 316, female Inlet 3/8 in. connection. 

Structural frame A35 steel discs and carbon-based steel studs designed according 
to rocket motor performance. 

Testbench support A35 steel frame designed and built according to rocket motor 
performance. 

Measuring sensors 
Lexus loadcell® S type model SA (-200 N to 200 N), Output 
response of this sensor is 2.0 ± 0.2% mV/V and is excited with a 12 
VDC source. Pressure transducer Huba TP-520® (0 to1 MPa), 24 
VDC ±1.2 kPa. 
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Data Acquisition System 
NIcDAQ 9172 National Instruments chassis and modules NI 9213 
temperature acquisition, NI 9263 analog signal outputs and NI 9205 
analog signal acquisition. 

Ignition devices E-matches magnesium-based specifically designed to ignite 
polymeric fuels. Electronically ignited 12 VDC-1 A 

Fuels ABS, Paraffin wax. 

Oxidizer supply Liquid nitrous oxide, gasified at regulator and injector devices, 
99.9% purity. 

 

  

a) Rocket motor and test bench assembled 

render. 

b) Load cell assembly and sliding mechanism for 

thrust measuring. 

  

c) Rocket motor and test bench assembled. 
d) Steel AISI 1020 Nozzle after manufacturing 

process. 

Figure 24. Hybrid rocket motor and testbench manufacturing and assembly process. Published with 

permission from [40]. 

The electronic setup used for data acquisition was designed with LabView 

software and hardware by Mech. Eng. Rogerio N. Gomez generating the 

schematic shown in Figure 25. On the other hand, was used a graphic interface to 

visualize and control the run tests from a remote console, bringing security and 

distance from the ignition and combustion process. The main screen of the 

interface is shown in Figure 26 where countdown, ignition time and total time digital 
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clocks are presented. Also present three plot graphs to visualize thrust, pressure 

and temperature in real time. For convenience the same parameters are visualized 

as dial clocks as well.  

 

Figure 25. Schematic diagram for the DAQ system performed for hybrid rocket motor tests. Published 

with permission from [40] 

 

Figure 26. Graphic interface to control the ignition and combustion process. Published with 

permission from [40]. 
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6. Additive manufacturing process  

In order to obtain the solid fuel grains, was necessary the assembly 

and configuration of a tridimensional printer. For this case was used a Prusa 

model by Joseph Prusa, an open source printer based on Arduino and 

configured with Repetier-Host V 2.1.6. The plans and supplies are available 

in Make-R Colombia. Some pictures of the hardware obtained are show in 

Figure 27.  

  

a) Extruder group composed by hot-end, 

feeder motor and autolevel induction 

sensor. 

b) Tridimensional printer Prusa Tayrona 

used to grain manufacturing. 

Figure 27. Prusa Tayrona printer used to manufacture solid fuel grains for hybrid rocket motor.   

The software used to control the printer is open source as well and 

some configuration parameters to print the solid fuel grains are presented 

below in Table 19. Configuration parameters to print solid fuel grains. 
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Table 19. Configuration parameters to print solid fuel grains. 

Print Settings 

Layers and perimeters 

Layer height: 0.3 mm  

First layer height: 0.35 mm 

Vertical shell perimeters: 3 

Horizontal shell solid layer top: 3; bottom: 
3. 

Detect thin walls 

Detect bridging perimeters 

Infill 

Fill density: 100% 

Fill Pattern: Concentric 

Top fill pattern: Concentric 

Bottom fill pattern: Concentric 

Combine infill every 1 layer 

Only infill where needed 

Only retract when crossing perimeters.  

Skirt and Brim 

Loops: 2  

Distance from object: 4 mm 

Skirt height: 2 layers 

Brim width: 4 mm  

Support material The proposed design does not require 
support material.  

Speed 

Speed for perimeters: 50 mm/s 

Speed for small perimeters: 15 m/s 

Speed for external perimeters: 50 mm/s 

Speed for infill: 80 mm/s 

Speed for solid infill: 20 mm/s 

Speed for top solid infill: 12 mm/s  

Speed for support material: N/A 

Speed for bridges: 50 mm/s 

Speed for gap fill: 18 mm/s 

Speed for travel (not printing): 130 mm/s 

Speed for first layer: 30 mm/s  

Acceleration for perimeters: 9000 mm/s2 

Acceleration for infill: 0 mm/ s2 

Acceleration for first layer: 0 mm/s2 

Maximum print speed: 80 mm/s 

Maximum volumetric speed: 0 mm3/s 
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Advanced settings 

First layer extrusion width: 200 % 

Infill perimeters overlap: 15% 

Bridge flow ratio: 1 

Slice gap closing radius: 0.049 mm  

 

Filament Settings 

Filament 

Color: Natural  

Diameter: 1.75 mm 

Extrusion multiplier: 1 

Extruder temperature  

first layer: 218 ºC  

other layers: 215 ºC 

Bed temperature 

first layer: 60 ºC  

other layers: 60 ºC 

Cooling 
Fan must be turned off. 

Bridges fan speed: 100% 

Printer Settings 

General 

Bed shape:  

Rectangular 

Size X: 200  

Size Y: 200  

Origin X: 0 

Origin Y: 0 

Maximum print height: 200 mm 

Z offset: 0 mm 

Host type: OctoPrint 

Firmware 

G-code flavor: RepRap/Sprinter 

Enable variable layer height feature.  

Extruder Nozzle diameter: 0.4 mm 

Layer height limits: 0.07 mm Minimum 

Layer height limits: 0.0 mm Maximum 

Retraction length: 2 mm 

Retraction Lift Z: 0 mm 

Retraction speed: 40 mm/s 

Minimum travel after retraction: 2 mm 
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REVISION HISTORY
REV DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED

SECTION A-A
 

SECTION B-B
 

SECTION C-C
 

A A C CB B

248 ±0.05 248 ±0.05
248 ±0.05

O 44.5 0
-0.02 O 44.5 0

-0.02
O 44.5 0

-0.02

O 15 O 15 O 15

5.78

7.45

R 1.66

56°

32.5 O Nominal
0.25 TPI- Left

9.88

0.25 TPI Fuel grain
Material: ABS (Fil. 1.25 mm)
Scale:: 1:1

0.125 TPI Fuel grain
Material: ABS (Fil. 1.25 mm)
Scale:: 1:1

Straight-bore Fuel grain
Material: ABS (Fil. 1.25 mm)
Scale:: 1:1

11.6

7.45

R 2.09

56°

9.88

32.5 O Nominal
0.125 TPI - Left

56°

9.88

15.03

30.17 O 74.66R 1.5

60°

O 15

7.53

O 44.5

Printer parameter

Filament needed 1.75 mm

Travel feed rate

Infill density

Infill pattern

Layer height

Speed for perimeters

Speed for infill

Fan speed

0.25 TPI

129.84

4800  mm/min

100%

Concentric

0.2 mm

75 mm/s

80 mm/s

35-100%

0.25 TPI

126.01

4800  mm/min

100%

Concentric

0.2 mm

75 mm/s

80 mm/s

35-100%

0.25 TPI

158.02

4800  mm/min

100%

Concentric

0.2 mm

75 mm/s

80 mm/s

35-100%

74.58

65.72

KN-SB
13.883 15.88 0

-0.02

Pyrogen Igniter:
Potasium nitrate+Sorbitol+Magnesium powder 5% (weight)
O/F: 65/35

Calcium sulfate dihydrate

Pyrogen Igniter
KNSB+Mg
Scale:1:1

Helical-Finocyl
Combustion port
Scale: 2.5:1
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